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SGA Votes to Not Support Possible Skateboarding Ban
NICOLE DALES

Editor-in-Chief

f

A n issue about skateboarding was
brought up at last-week's Student Government Association (SGA) meeting,
with the issue of a possible ban of skateboarding on Brock Commons during
the hours of 7 aim. and 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday being the center focus
of the discussion.
This week a number of Longwood
community members including Chief
of Police Bob Beach, Chairman of Judicial Board Nathan Cooke, and over a
dozen Longwood skateboarders came
to the meeting to express their concerns. Cooke is also a member of the
Community Standards Committee.
This is the committee that decides what
goes into the Student Handbook
Cooke explained that the Standards
Committee has proposed that any
wheeled vehicle, including skateboards,
bicycles, scooters and roDer blades, be
banned between the CHI fountain in
front of D-Hall and Grainger fountain
between the hours of 7 a.m. and 5 p.m.
His committee felt the original proposal was too wide.
Cooke also explained there was some
concern over the feet that there are two
different versions of the skateboarding
policy. One version, dated in 2004,
reads there is no skateboarding along
with other wheeled vehicles allowed on
Brock Commons. This is the policy
Longwood police use. The 2010 Student Handbook however, says nothing
that bans skateboarding on campus.
Longwood student Brandon Caracciolo came to speak on behalf of the
skateboarding community. He ex^
plained that not only do many skated
boarders use it as a form of recreation;
it's a popular form of transportation a
well. He suggested instead of banning
skateboarding on campus, rather take a
more educational approach such as
posters. He also suggested a safe skating session that teaches riders the skills
tobe safe.
Caracciolo added the Town of Far-

mville codes also restricts skateboarding as well as use over other-wheeled
vehicles in the Farmville Business District. He also said there is no residential district of Farmville; the business
district encompasses the entire town of
Farmville.
Farmville did create a skate park at
Wilde's Lake, but after speaking with a
Town of Farmville officer, Caracciolo
discovered that the skate park is only
accessible to Farmville citizens who
have a community access pass. All
other users, including Longwood students, can be removed for trespassing.
"Please do not take what small remaking right we have to do what we love
away from us," Caracciolo asked.
Cnief Beach touched on two serious
accidents that occurred last year with
the use of skateboards, both requiring
hospitalization with one requiring significant surgery. Other members of the
gallery pointed out those two incidents
nad nothing to do with pedestrian congestion. Both accidents were of the
rider's own accord.
The initial concern was about skateboarders skating during class changing
times, weaving in and out of students
and causing other issues. Caracciolo
suggested that during the 15-minute
block of time know as the between class
periods time riders be asked to step off
of their boards, bikes, and scooters. He
feels this would be much better then
the fiill ban, which would eliminate
much of the daylight hours.
One senator pointed out the ban
would be hard to enforce, and asked if
officers would start ticketing offenders.
Another senator said most of these
skateboarders using the device as transportation have control and skill. He
feds they should be able to trust the
skateboarders, especially since there
have been any pedestrian injuries thus
fer.
Beach explained that when a policy is
not put into effect, and then something
happens, everyone asks why a policy
was never put into effect. It's a matter of
finding a balance that makes everyone
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Student Brandon Caracciolo speaks on behalf of the skateboarding community during Tuesday's SGA meeting.
Tmjust happy that we had such sup- preconceptions people have for the
happy.
Caracciolo also presented a petition port from SGA and they were really skating community," said Caracciolo.
Clayton suggested that members of
with 166 signatures asking the SGA to understanding ... all of us love skating
the
skateboarding community give inand
we
are
not
trying
to
hurt
anybody
not support the implementation of the
experienced
skaters tips on slowing
hut
I
can
understand
what
Officer
ban. The SGA then voted, with 33
down
and
stopping
without hurting
Beach
is
explaining
the
propensity
that
members present. They also voted not
to supporUhckan^This does not mean someone could possibly injured but I anyone. "I think witn all of that coming
the ban will not go into effect; it simply think if we have the maturity and re- together we will have a successful intemeans that the SGA does not support sponsibility to police ourselves and pa- gration of skateboarding on campus
die ban going into effect There is still a trol ourselves it may help," explained and we wont have further problems,"
chance mat the ban may move forward student James Clayton, who came out said Clayton.
Caracciolo also said it's important to
Jim White, Director of Environmen- to show his support for the skateboarding
community.
respect
the pedestrian. "It's important
tal Health and Safety and Emergency
that
we
respect the authority by being
It's
very
refreshing
to
see
that
when
Management, was the head of the original proposal. He was in Charlottesville we come together as a skating commu- respectful to the campus," he said.
the day The Rotunda went to print and nity we can actually make something
positive happen instead of the negative
could not be reached for comment.

GOP Takes Control of House, Remain Minority In Senate
COREY MORRIS

News Editor
T h e GOP picked up three U.S. House seats in
Virginia as Republicans Robert Hurt, Scott Rigell,
and Morgan Griffith all defeated Democratic incumbents in 1\iesday's election. The wins came as
the Republicans took control of the House of Representatives for the first time since 2006.
In Virginia, the Associated Press dedared Griffith victorious over 14-term Democrat Rep. Rick
Boucher in Virginias 9th District. Rep. Eric Cantor was one offiveincumbent Republicans to hold
their seats in the House. Other GOP incumbents
to win indude Frank Wolf, (10th), Robert
Wittman (1st), Bob Goodlatte (6th), and Randy
Foibes (4th). Democratic incumbents Bobby Scott
(3rd) and Jim Moran (8th) easily defeated their
GOP challengers and kept their seats as well.
Democrats entered tne November 2 election
holding a six to five advantage in representation
across Virginia's 11 congressional districts. They
lost three of those seats last night
Among the Democrats who were defeated Tuesday night was 5th District Rep. Tom Perriello
(Ivy), a first-term representative who President
Barack Obama helped rally support for Oct 29,
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when he appeared in front of nearly ten thousand
at the Charlottesville, Va. Pavilion. This was
Obama's sole appearance for an individual House
representative.
State Senator Robert Hurt (Chatham) defeated
the 5th District incumbent who represented the,
district that encompasses Farmville. Hurt promised during his campaign an end to what he called
the Democrats' "job-Wiling, big-spending, big-'
government" agenda. He also focused on key
Obama issues such as cap-and-trade dean energy
bill and health care reform, calling Perriello a "rubber stamp" for House Speaker Nancy Pelosi and
Obama.
v
Hurt won the election with 50.8 percent of the
vote with nearly all precincts reporting. In the
number of votes, Hurt led by 1 1 9 i 2 4 1 to 1 1 0 , 5 6 V.
Hurt said during his victory speech that constituents voted for him because "people want to re.- ,
duce the scope and size of government."
Perriello told his supporters, who shouted, "We
love Tom," at a Charlottesville gathering, "Our first
priority is to hdp [Hurt] in his transition the best
we can." He told supporters he gave them all that
he had to give.
Jeffery Clark, the independent candidate in the
race from Danville, collected around 5 , 0 0 0 votes
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as of press time.
Perriello was strong in his native Charlottesville
region, as well as Nelson and Buckingham counties. However, Hurt was victorious in some of the
district's southern-most counties such as Fluvanna
and Greene. In Prince Edward County, Perriello
took 53 percent of the vote while Hurt earned 45
percent. A total of6,500 Prince Edward voters unofficially turned out to the polls. In the Farmville
precinct (101), where Perriello stopped during his
campaign blitz last week, he won by only 46 votes.
Virginians approved all three constitutional
amendments on the ballot. The first grants property tax breaks to elderly and disabled veterans.
Voters also approved a measure expanding the size
of the state's rainy day fimd for emergency monies.
The three measures were okayed by the General
Assembly earlier this year, but nad to be approved
by citizen vote.
Perriello defeated former six-term incumbent
Rep. Virgil Goode in 2008 by 727 votes, or less
than one-quarter of a percent. The margin was
enough to give Perriello the win after a short recount to confirm the numbers. He was the first
candidate from the Charlottesville area seated in
the 5th district since 1988, when L.F. Payne (DNelson) took office. The 34-year-old Perriello was
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also the youngest congressman to serve the district since 1892, when 30-year-old Claude Swanson (D-Swansonville) represented the district,
which stands as the largest in the Commonwealth.
Since taking office, Perriello has described himself as more of an independent than a democrat.
He voted against Obama's proposed budget,
bailout plans for banks and even called for the firing of Treasury Secretary Timothy Geithner, who
was appointed by Obama.
There was more than just a loss for Perriello on
Tuesday. The Richmond Times-Dispatch reported
that his campaign headquarters in Charlottesville
was broken into early TXiesday morning and some
congressman's campaign materials were sabotaged. Tne Perriello campaign said the suspect
took a box of door hangers that informed voters
of where their polling place was located.
The GOP momentum didn't stop in Virginia. In
the US. Senate, Marco Rubio defeated Democrat
Charlie Cfist in Florida. In Illinois, Republican
Mark Kirk defeated challenger Alexi Giannoulias
to take Obama's empty seat.
Continues on Pg. 3
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Rally to Restore Finnegan Discusses Honor and Integrity in Jarman
... America
COREY MORRIS

News Editor
IAN SHIH

' Asst. News Editor
Jon Stewart and
Steven Colbert's
"Rally to Restore
Sanity
and/or
Fear" on the National Mall last
Sunday was a
phenomenal exNEWS
perience that was
COLUMN
mil of inspiring
surprises. Being
there packed with
an estimated 215,000 likeminded strangers
was exhilarating. And while the satellite images, photos taken from helicopters, and
number estimates help to provide context,
they simply do not do justice to the experience of actually being there. It was a powerful moment seeing the Capitol Dome
framed against an endless sea of excited
people. Amongst the crowd there wasn't a
frown to be seen, a hint of frustration, or
any sense of anger; an impressive feat given
the complete lack of personal space.
Although I have lived next to D.C. for
nearly 20 years, it was the first time I had
ever participated in a demonstration in the
nation's capital. I have seen big crowds in
D.C., but I knew something was different
about Sunday's rally when I arrived at the
Metro station. I live near the West Falls
Church Metro station, which is the third to
last stop on the Orange line, so I figured
that the trains would be the third to least
crowded of all the stops. Bis mistake.
Hie line stretched from the station, past
Kiss & Ride, all the way to the street. The
trains were so crowded that people rode on
the trains leaving D.C. just so they had a
spot when it made the return trip. With a
little push from a guy behind me yelling,
"Army squeeze!" I fortunately made it onto
the metro car.
For the next seven stops, I was the last
person who entered that particular metro
car. While I was excited to finally be on my
way, I was a little dismayed by tne thought
of people who turned back because they
couldn t get a spot on the metro. Everyone
was packed in like sardines. I wasn't supporting myself to stand upright; I was upright because I had nownere to fall. But
everyone made the best of the situation and
to my surprise there were laughs, smiles,
and jokes. The situation largely remained
the same as I got off the metro and to the
rally.

"I have seen big crowds
in D.C., but I knew
something was different
about Sundays rally
when I arrived at the
Metro station."
The sheer enormity of it all is still hard to
comprehend. I have been in thick crowds
before, but being front row at Oktoberfest
or the Virgin Mobile FreeFest (which I reviewed and you can read online at
www.therotundaonline.com) just does not
compare. There were people who climbed
on top of trees, light poles, other people,
and even one brave soul who climbed atop
a police paddy wagon, in order to get a better view. From my description it may seem
like a scene of mayhem, but what surprised
me the most was the general civility and
friendliness of the attendants. After suffering through unprecedented crowds, everyone at the rally was incredibly cheerful.
I have yet to see the rally broadcasted on
T.V. and I may never get a chance to, but I'm
entirety fine with that In my opinion, Sunday's rally was never about how it would
look on T.V. but the experience of being
there amongst the crowd; to show support
for moderation, civility, and tolerance for
one another in our politics and in our society. For all the hyperbolic jokes, comedic
sketches, and even a guest appearance by
Ozzy Osbourne at the event; Stewart
emerged this Sunday America's voice of
reason.
In the weeks and days leading up to the
rally, pundits, commentators, experts, and
just about everyone in between questioned
whether leading the rally was a wise choice
for Stewart Would he cross the boundary
between commentator and activist? The
answer to the question is: who cares? It was
to prove that we live now in hard times,
not end times. And we can have animus
and not be enemies." And as to the question
on everyone's mind that didn't go; the answer is yes, it was unequivocally worth it

Longwood University President
Patrick Finnegan thanked a crowd
composed of Student Government
Association (SGA) senators, Judicial Board and Honor Board representatives and other students for
joining him in celebrating 100 years
of the Honor Code Tuesday night,
Nov. 2, in Jarman Auditorium. The
event was part of the SGA's celebration of 100 years of the Honor Code
and student governance.
"My experience with the Honor
Code and working with Honor
Committees has had a lasting impact on my career and personal
life," said Finnegan. He noted the
Honor Code at West Point, which is
nearly identical to Longwood's, was
first introduced to him when he
was a 17-year-old cadet at the military academy. He became highly involved in the Honor Code during
his senior year, and preceded over
hearings while promoting education innonor.
Finnegan said back then, there
was only one sanction when someone committed infraction. That
sanction was, if a student was found
responsible of the infraction, they
"were separated from the military
academy. Finnegan said, "To me,
one of tne best parts of the Honor
Code and the Honor system is that
it is entrusted in the student body."
The president said he was "surprised but happy to see the Longwood Honor Code on the entry
wall to one of the main academic
buildings [Greenwood Library] on
campus. He was first introduced to
the library upon an "incognito" visit
to the campus last spring with wife
Joan.
Finnegan said the point of his remarks was not to discuss what has
changed in the past 100 years.

"What is important is what has not
changed. That's the Honor Coe itself and what it stands for." He said,
"It's easy to get bogged down in
>rocedures and rules. But if you
ose that, you'll lose what is really
important.
He said the Honor Code involves
dealing with students, facility, and
the community. He said it is important to act honorably with integrity
and character, and practice all the
traits of a good person. Also, presenting ones self as a leader, wnose
words and actions can always be
trusted in necessary to show utmost
honor.
"Ask yourself if you're acting honorably and doing the right tning,"
Finnegan notea. "Honor is not
something you can turn on or off at
will. It's witn you all the time."
Finnegan told a story about a military operation in Somalia, explaining honor and trust was important
in the military, something he knows
a great deal about as well. He said
loyalty is built on actions of the individuals. He discussed the seven
Army values as "timeless." Those
values include loyalty, duty, respect,
selfless service, integrity, personal
courage, and honor; wnich is the
commitment to all seven of those
values. "You need to follow the
highest standards, not just the minimum," said Finnegan. He told the
audience the values they learn will
serve them long after they leave
Longwood.
He also said the Honor Code
doesn't just apply to students. He
asked faculty and staff to adhere to
the same standards as students and
repeat the Honor Code oath at a
welcoming reception earlier this semester. "I think it's an interesting
coincidence we're having this discussion on Election Day," said
Finnegan. He criticized the lying
and cheating in American politics,

[

President Finnegan speaks on the importance of the Honor Code.
especially the harsh tones present in a high important to Longwood. It's
many campaign ads across the in everything we do. No matter
country. Finnegan also noted the what organization you're involved
"truthometers" that many media in, you nave that honor and that
oudets use to investigate the truth trust of everyone in your organization."
of political ads.
Likewise, SGA Senator Kyle Pem"This is a nation founded on
ideals," he said. He also noted that berton said the Honor Code is
people should be able to respect- "what separates us from others
fully agree with one another. How- schools."
Finnegan told the students, "This
ever, he sees that as a lost ideal.
"Now, if you disagree with some- is your time to uphold the Honor
one, you're not only wrong, you're Code. Lead by example and show
others what the code means."
considered evil."
Brandon Fry, SGA vice president,
said of the Honor Code, I see it as

Judicial Board: What To Know Before You Go
MEAGAN BURKETT

Business Manager
Each academic year, eight to ten
percent of the Longwood University
student body is sent to Judicial Board
(J-Board) for violating various code of
conduct regulations in the Student
Handbook. Unfortunately, many firsttime offenders do not know what to
expect when it comes to the process or
thepossible consequences.
Tne handbook explains the process
of filing a complaint and notification of
hearing, the hearing process, and possible consequences of any violations.
Any member of the university community can file a complaint against
someone. When a complaint is filed,
the director of honor ana judicial programs reviews the complaint The purpose of reviewing the complaint is to
see if it provides reasonable grounds
for a hearing to exist.
If a complaint results in a hearing, the
respondent, the alleged offender, receives an email notification stating that
a charge has been brought against
them. The notification email informs

the student of the specific charge, the
rights of the student and the date, time
and location of the hearing.
The email also extends an invitation
to meet with Director of Honor and Judicial Programs Dr. Richard Chassey.
Chairman of J-Board Nathan Cooke
said talking with Chassey is "the best
thing that anybody can do, but too
many people don't and Chassey can
help someone more than they might
realize.
During this meeting, the respondent
and Chassey would discuss regulations
and the procedures involved in planning and presenting the student's case
to the board, composed of their peers.
If the respondent chooses to nave a
witness at their hearing, they could
state that during the meeting with
Chassey.
If the respondent fails to state they
want a witness during the meeting,
they have up to 24 hours before the
hearing to notify Chassey. The complainant, or the person who filed the
charges, is also aole to have a witness
and should notify Chassey at least 24
hours prior to the hearing. The hearing is otherwise closed to the public

unless both parties agree in writing, at
least 24 hours before the hearing.
At the beginning of the hearing, all
parties and the board are introduced
If the respondent feels a certain board
member may not be objective, the rendent can ask the member to step
m. They also introduce the student
rights advisor, who is there to answer
any questions the respondent may
have at any time during the hearing.
Cooke said, "You should never be
afraid to ask questions, to make sure
you know what you are getting yourself into." After all introductions have
been made, the chairman will read the
charges. Then the respondent will
plead either responsible, not responsible, or no plea.
If the respondent pleads responsible,
they have an option to sign a waiver
stating they are accepting responsibility, thus allowing them to skip about 75
percent of the hearing and go straight
to closing statements. If the respondent
does not sign the waiver, the complainant ana respondent will both go
through their sides of the story and
have a chance to ask each other questions. The board will then ask ques-

r

tions, if any. Then both sides will give a
final statement.
The complainant andrespondentare
then asked to exit the room for deliberation and possible sanctioning. The
student rights advisor listens during
deliberation to make sure rights are
being upheld After the board comes to
a conclusion, the respondent comes
back into the room to near the findings
and sanction, if any. The board will also
explain the appeals process. The hearing is then over, and the respondent
wm receive a confirmation of any sanctions a few days later. To see a more
detailed description of the hearing
process, visit the honor and judicial
programs website at http://www.longwooa.edu/judiciaL
Other links found on the website
above include frequendy asked questions, contact information and statistics. Statistics on cases are available
from 2002 up to the present day. According to the website, the most common kind of violation is an alcohol
violation.
Continues on Pg. 3

Concerns about Exercise Science Program Discussed in SGA Meeting
NICOLE DALES

Editor-in-Chief
D u r i n g the Tues., Oct. 26 meeting of the Student Government Association (SGA), the freshman class president, Queen Burrell, was sworn
in.
During the open forum, a senator brought up
the complaint mat you cannot swipe twice during the same meal period, and if you try and
swipe a second time it will come out of your
bonus dollars. Even if your trips are spaced out,
such as once at 11 a.m. and once at 2 p.m. it still
violates the rule, which the senator was told was
put in place last year. Several senators expressed
that 14 meals a week is 14 meals a week, and it
shouldn't matter how when those meals are used
within the week. This concerns is being addressed by the SGA.
Another senator brought up that the police are
ticketing people who don't deserve tickets. She
explained two people she knew got ticketed
when they were parlced in the right space with
their decals showing. She went on to explain they
did not even get an* actual ticket, but rather
found out about die ticket due to holds on their
myLongwood account
Several senators complained about campus
lights being off all over campus, including Brock
Commons, Wheeler, Cox, tne Cunninghams, the

Colonnades, and Ruffner. Senators were concerned about how dark campus is without those
lights, and Vice President for Student Affairs
Tim Pierson is working to correct the issue as
soon as possible.
SGA is teaming up with the Student Health
Partners to start a discussion group to talk about
going smoke-free on campus. This is a two-year
initiative and they will not be speaking to the
Board of Visitors anytime soon. The purpose of
this group is to educate students about the effects
of second hand smoke, and to gather the campus's opinion about this issue.
Senior Class Representative Emily Van Daniker
also serves as the President of tne Longwood
chapter of Virginia 21. On Fri., Dec. 3, she will be
going to the Governors' Commission on Higher
Education in Richmond.
During SGA President Ben Brittain's Executive
Report/he talked about Goal 12 (the Upper Division Humanities goal) being eliminated for the
next catalog year. Upperclassmen still need to
complete tne goal. If you are not sure about
whether or not you need to fulfill the goal, check
with your adviser.
Brittain also brought up the issue of skateboarding on campus, witn a proposal that is
being worked on that will prohibit skateboarding between the hours of 7 a.m. and 5 p.m. on
campus. Senators had different views on the is-

sues. Some liked the idea because pedestrians
were getting injured in skateboarding incidents.
One senator voiced that students getting injured
is of concern and needs to be acted on. Another
senator agreed that it was an issue, but she was
afraid to ban skateboarding during those hours
because skateboarding promotes sustainability
and is an active choice for getting to and from
campus. Another senator was concerned about
being fair to everyone. The discussion is still
being considered. Let a senator know what you
think!
The constitution for the Orthodox Christian
Fellowship for Hampden-Sydney College and
Longwood University was read, but was not
passed because part of their constitution regarding financial support from the schools needed to
be re-written. Tne constitutions for the Spanish
Club, as well as Alpha Delta Mu, and the National Social Work Honor Society were approved.
"
.'
On Tues., Nov. 2, President Finnegan will speak
on Honor and Integrity. The event will be in Jarman at 7 p.m., witn a T-shirt swap before the
event. Bring your old college T-shirts in (Virginia Tech, JMU, etc.) and trade it in to get a new
Longwood T-shirt! The next SGA meeting will
on Tues., Nov. 2 at 3:45 p.m.
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A Look Into Longwood's Judicial Process I
CONTINUED FROM PG. 2
Chassey said about 90 percent of the cases
heard involve alcohol ana "the majority of the
students in the judicial system are male freshmen with alcohol violations."
Other reasons students may be sent to JBoard are for drugs, fighting, and even noise
violations. Although a noise violation seems
trivial to some when it comes to getting sent
to J-Board, there are other things that people
may not think about as a causefora write-up.
While some may consider stealing a traffic
cone a prank; behaviors such as this are
grounds for a hearing.
Consequences rangefroma letter of admonition to permanent dismissal. A letter of admonition is a letter that is given to

Several things factor into the type of sancrespondents stating the respondent is retioning
a student canreceive.If it is a responsponsible for a violation and the next violation will have a more significant consequence. dent's first offense, they willreceivea lighter
Something as simple as a noise violation can sanction. However, if it is their second or third
result in aletter of admonition but not a strike offense, they will receive a harsher sanction,
(offense). Longwood has a three-strike sys- and possibly even permanent dismissal.
tem where on the third offense; the respon- When the respondent is on their second ofdent can be suspended or dismissed fense, any fee for a class or paperwork doubles. If the respondent has multiple violations
permanently.
Other common consequences are things from one incident, the hearing willresultin a
such as an alcohol class, community service much harsher sanction. However, all students
or probation. Former Judicial Board Sergeant are held responsible for any prohibited conof Arms Keenan Crump said the sanctions duct they may participate in, since it is exgiven to respondents are supposed to be edu- pected erf every student to befamiliarwith the
cational and are "not supposed to be puni- handbook.
tive." J-Board gives sanctions in hopes the end
result will be that people learnfromtheir mistakes and they can change their behavior.

Capturing the Essence of Exhilaration
on. If used properly, the protective
layer the material develops makes it
significantly more resistant to deteIf you happen to walk down Madi- rioration Corten s special properties
son Street fry the new heating plant, and appearance eliminates the need
expect to see something new and ex- for painting and as such is widely
hilarating. A new sculpture by artist usea by sculptors. However, Trapp,
Wayne Trapp was installed on Wed., in a stroke goes a step further. To give
Oct 27 as part of Longwood Uni- "BadefromKyoto" a shine on top of
versity's Brock Commons Outdoor its rusted and antiquated appearSculpture Program. The new piece ance, Trapp brushed on mixture of
entitled "BackfromKyoto, a visual Linseed oil and turpentine. The efHaiku" is a three-dimensional ab- fect is practical as the layer of Linseed
stract interpretation of the Japanese oil ana turpentine prevents streakcalligraphy character for exhilara- ing.
tion The sculpture received its name
In a career that has spanned
from the city where Trapp lived and decades, Trapp has created what he
studied
estimates to be "a little over 4,000
"BackfromKyoto" is a magnificent sculptures." Based in Vilas, N.C., Trapp's sculpture is located outside of the heating plant. Photo By: Matt Ortun
steel structure with gende curves most of Trapp's works are a twocontrasted against sharp edges, man operation, unless size and spe- ciation" Trapp explained. "Having the works are permanent or purwhich fulfills its promise or exhilara- cialty requires additional help. After peoplereallylove [the works] ana chased by the university. The work
tion. Upon first inspection, "Back working in the industry for years, appreciate ir drives him on. He said, will remain on campus until fall
from Kyoto" gives off the abrasive Trapp now only sculpts on commis- "Money becomes a bonus."
2011
and rough appearance of rust, but a sion as his "hands are tired" But his
Trapps piece will join artist Billy
Longwood University's Brock
closer look reveals a shimmering undying passion beckons him like a Commons Outdoor Sculpture Pro- Lee's Table," on Wed., Nov. 4. Lee
coat of sleek gloss. Simplistic, yet a- muse, and keeps him busy.
gram was established in 2004, with will present a lecture on his piece the
Trapp answered the question of die purpose of bringing contempo- same day at 6 pan. in Hiner Hall Aujant; traditional, yet inspiring;
where his ideas comefrom:"Almost rary art and artists to foster intellec- ditorium
rapp's sculpture is a mesmerizing everything I see is a potential... It tual discourse, illuminate the creative
The Brock Commons Sculpture
mirage ana an addition to Long- could be a shadow or even a door- process, and provide an aesthetic en- •Program it sponsored by the Longwooasrotatingcollection.
knob." Asforhis worst experience as vironment in wjiit^h the "visual arts wood University Art Department,
The sculpture's unique look was an artist? "Too many years living in can IK appreciated on a daily'basis. the Longwood Centerforthe Visual
achieved by constructing it from poverty* Trapp said But he added it Each year three artists are selected by Arts, the office of the provost and
weathering steel, also known as is all worth it, because sculpting is graduating art students based on vice president for academic affairs,
Corten steel. The material, which is what he loves and what he is pas- several criteria. Each piece is placed and the office of facilities manageactually a group of alloys, rusts at sionate about It is ail "for the appre- on exhibition for two years; none of ment
first, but hermetically seals itself later

IANSHIH

Asst. News Editor
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Students Confused Over Registration Time
COREY MORRIS

News Editor
Some students who logged onto myLongwood to view their classes for the
spring 2011 and Intersession terms were
surprised to find they were able to register
at midnight on Mon., Nov. 1. Longwood
University Registrar Glenn Parker admitted
there was confusion about the time registration began Nov. 1.
Students were sent an email Oct. 15 from
Education Support Specialist Ill/Domicile
Officer Tina TUrner that included the dates
for registration. The email, forwarded to students oy Dr. Tim Pierson, vice president for
student affairs, showed that seniors, graduates, honors, athletes, and approved students
with disabilities would register on Nov. 1;
juniors on Nov. 4; sophomores on Nov. 8;
and freshman students on Nov. 10. Non-degree students would register on Nov. 30, according to the email. Tne email was sent the
same day Intersession and spring 2011 class
schedules opened for students to view. The
email did not list a time in which registration for students would open.
The confusion revolved around whether
registration would open at 6 a.m. or at 12
a.m. on Monday. "Tnere was some confusion about the time registration began," said
Parker in a phone Interview with The Rotunda. He explained he notified Information
and Instructional Technology Services
(IITS) of Ae correct time, so they would be
aware of when registration would be open
for students who were able to register Monday. However, students never received an
email directly from any university depart-

ment regarding a set time. They relied on either word-of-mouth or direction from faculty advisers, some of which, according to
students, thought registration was at 6 a.m.
Parker said, "My office would not have
said [registration] would begin at 6 a.m."
Parker sent an email to all faculty, staff, and
contract employees on Nov. 1 at 5 p.m.
Again, Pierson forwarded the message to all
students. The email clarified to students that
registration would open each registration
day at 12 a.m.
Parker said that even though people were
under the assumption that registration
began at 6 a.m., tne past two semesters,
spring 2010 and fall 2009, registration has
begun at 12 a.m. He also noted that while it
may have been confusing for students, no
student should have been unable to select
the classes they needed, because there were
no classes that were completely filled as of 2
p.m. Tuesday.
He said there were no problems with system glitches, which have occurred in the
past. In November 2008, The Rotunda's
Nicole Dales reported registration became a
headache for numerous freshman students.
Registration began at 8 a.m. that semester,
but problems with myLongwood, the portal
students use to register for classes, forced a
number of students to be "locked out" of the
system and unable to pick the classes they
wanted. The server that houses myLongwood had to be restarted before the system
could be back up and running. There were
no reported computer or server problems
during Monday's registration.
"I am going back to 6 a.m. next year," said
Parker. He cited the confusion as playing a

part in the decision. "The best thing for students to do when they have questions with
registration is to checic with óur office."
Parker said, "Before I came to Longwood
University, there was a great deal of problems with registration. I've worked with the
[IITS] department to make sure that runs
smoothly. He said the time of registration
changed "several times" before he arrived at
Longwood. Parker has over twenty years of
registration experience.
Parker also said the decision to set the time
of registration is not simply up to the registrar's office. He said the provost, IITS, and
the registration office all play into what the
time registration will open.
"We are confident that the system is working property," Parker said. He called the decision to open registration at midnight "very
sound."
"Since my freshman year we've had midnight, 6 a.m., and 8 a.m. Each semester I
have to ask the department head and they
end up calling the registrar. They should really just post the time when they send us the
email about thè registration dates," said senior Austin Campbell.
Senior Jennifer Bennett said, "It was upsetting that there wasn't a time listed on tne
announcement when it was posted on myLongwood. It wasn't a huge problem to stay
up untU midnight to see if it was the right
time to register, but it was a bad situation
due to lack of communication."
Dr. Ken Perkins, interim vice president for
academic affairs, was unable to be reached
before time of press.

Toomey, Chandler, Victorious in Races
CONTINUED FROM PG. 1

Finally, in the highly contested
Pennsylvania Senate battle, Pat
Toomey, the GOP candidate,
defeated Joe Sestak by two per-

centage points. In the House,
the GOP claimed seats in
Florida with Reps. Suzanne
Kosmas and Alan Grayson. In
Tennessee, Republicans gained
the seat of retiring Democrats

Bart Gordon and John Tanner.
Democrats seized positions in
Kentucky, with Rep. Ben Chandler narrowly defeating Republican
Andy
Barr.
In
Connecticut, Chris Murphy

won over Sam Caligiuri. The
GOP advantage will mean lead
Republican Rep. John Boehner
of Ohio will take Pelosi's position as Speaker of the House.

BRIEFLY
President Obama Visits 'The
Daily Show with Jon Stewart'
WASHINGTON - WhileformerUnited States Presidents Bill Clinton
and Jimmy Carter have visited "The Daily Show with Jim Stewart;" President Barack Obamas appearance on the program last Wednesday was
thefirsttime ever a sitting U.S. president was a guest on the show. The
President's appearance was part of afinalrun-up to yesterday's midterm
election preview, but it was also part of the week-long promotion for
Stewart's Rally to Restore Sanityf which occurred Sat, Oct 30 in Washington, D.C. During the interview, Stewart expressed the disappointment
of nany voters with the President's administration since being elected.
"You're two years into your administration and the question tnat arises
in my mind is: Are we the people we were waiting for, or does it turn out
those people are still out mere and we don't have their number?" The
President responded bv stressing the "historic" legislative changes of
healthcare reform and financial regulation

Majority of Troops Don't Oppose
Serving with Gays, Survey Reveals
WASHINGTON - Theresultsof arecentDepartment of Defense survey found a majority of U.S. service members and their families would
not object to serving and living with openly gay troops and believe the
"Don't Ask, Don't Tdl" policy could be eliminated, according to numerous individuals familiar with the findings. The survey, issued in July by
the Pentagon to over 400,000 service members and their families, asked
dozens of questionsregardingpersonal views towards gay service members, as well as questions regarding the military policy towards gay service members. The results of.the survey are likely to be included in a
Pentagonreportdue to President Barack Obama on December 1, regarding how the military will end "Don't Ask, Don't TelL" Both President
Obama and Defense Secretary Robert Gates oppose "Don't Ask Don't
Tdl," but disagree on the timing for when it should be ended NBC News
first released theresultsof the survey Thursday evening

Process for Textbook Approval
Being Reviewed by McDonnell
RICHMOND, Va. - Governor Bob McDonnell has ordered a review of
the state's textbook approval process since the discovery of a textbook approved by theVirginia Department of Educationforstatefourthgraders
contained incorrect material, which stated thousands of African-Americans foughtforthe Confederacy during the Civil War. McDonnell stated
on WTOP radio station he "was very disappointed to see that" McDonnell continued, T don't want to have any historical inaccuracies taught for
any reason in our schools, and I want the process to be looked at" The
Governor has requested Virginias Secretary of Education Gerard Robinson to investigate what happened The state's currenttextbookapproval
process consists ofreviewcommittees composed of teachers and content
specialists; however none of the committee members that approved the
textbook were trained historians. Joy Masoff, the books author, told The
Washington Post she researched her claim on the Internet, which led her
to the Sons of Confederate Veterans website.

Most Popular Name For Newborn
Boys in England a Surprise
LONDON- In a sign of the worlds growing interconnectedness and increasing globalization, the most popular nameforbaby boys in England
last year was Mohammed Since tnere are numerous spellings for the
name, such as "Muhammad" Or "Mohammad," it is not technically the
most popular name. However, when taken together, it takes the top spot
with over 7,500 newborns given the name. Officially, the most popular
name was Oliver, with 7365, according to Britairis Office of National Statistics. The most popular name for baby girls was Olivia. The name Mohammed is the name of Islam's prophet The United Kingdom is home to
about 3.9 million Muslims, which is around 4.6 percent of the population

Possible Toll Proposal Slated for
Rt.460
RICHMOND, Va.—Taking a drive down the new U.S. Rt 460 might cost
drivers more than just a tank of gas. The Richmond Times-Dispatch reported that under three different private proposals, commuters may pay
anywherefrom$5.50 to $11. Each proposal calls for construction of a
"four-lane divided limited-access highway with interchanges." The new
route is planned to be located just south ofthe existing U.S. 460, spanning
from Petersburg to Suffolk Va. The proposal stated each group has requested a concession term of at least 75 years in order to develop, build,
control, and collect toll money on theroadPricing for the project ranges
from $1.44 to just under $2 billion in current-year funds. Passenger vehicles, according to the proposal, will be charged $0.10 to $0.20 per mile.
The maximum price to drive the entire highway is set at $11 per vehicle.
The ending review, conducted by a panel appointed by Virginia's secretary of transportation, will also include public input

Weatherization Kits Given to Richmond Senior Citizens
RICHMOND, Va.—The City of Richmond Department of Public Utility gave awayfreeweatherization kitstocitizens 65 years or older at a city
hardware location last week. Accordingto WWBT-TV (Richmond, Va.),
500 kits were availablefordistribution. The kits were handed out at Pleasants Hardware, located on West Broad Street, and were meant to help
prepare seniors for another possiblyfrigidwinter just like last year. The
kits contained supplies such as weather stripping for door and window
frames. Toilet bags were also included to help seniors conserve water.
Many seniors saicrthev were grateful for receiving the items forfreesince
most of the time they nave to buy such products. One recipient, Magdalene Mitchell,.told WWBT, "My gas, my oil bill is very high and to nave
this insulation is wonderful."
- News Briefs compiled by Ian Shih
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The Ocean
Needs
Whale Poop
BROOKE BRENNAN

Features Editor
D u e to my fascination
with
water and large
animals, I've always had a strong
interest in all
things pertaining
to the ocean ana
its inhabitants—
FEATURES
especially whales.
My parents took
COLUMN
me and my siblings » whalewatching in Maine once when we were I
children. Although I spent most of the
-trip puking-up the days lunch over the
boats railing, I did so with full captivation for the enormous Humpback
whales floating beneath me.
As time passes and our knowledge of
aquatic life increases, I continue to be enthralled with the amount of real-life sea
monsters that seem more like swimming
nightmares than existing creatures
(Google "20 Most Bizarre Creatures of
The Deep" for a good scare).
Thanks to "Planet Earth" and other
ocean-reporting shows, we are able to
admire tne peculiarities that roam the
sea's deep-unknown. During my routine
Internet search last week for current
ocean-news, I discovered something
about whales that almost triggered my
seaside gag reflex.
This recent account about whales blew
me away on a different level entirely. The
nature of the report itself had me giggling like a small child.
Accordingto an article by Kieran Mulvaney with Discovery News, "The ocean
needs whale poop. It's OK—you can
laugh, or vomit, or pretend that you don't
think this is funny. The best part about
reading this article titled, Save The
Whales, Save The Poop," is trying to remain straight-faced while the autnor analyzes whale feces and its relevance to
our operating underwater ecosystem.
Surprisingly, ne completes his reflection
without ever undermining the serious
intent of the story.
Not only does this article reveal the
greatly appreciated update about "whale
poop, but it adds to the offspring of
other funny whale-feces-titled articles,
including (out not limited to), "Whale
Poop Pumps Up Océan Health," "Whale
Poop Cleans The Environment," and
"Can Whale Poop Save The Planet?" I
never thought the day would come when
feces woulahelp make the world a better
place, let alone a cleaner one.
For those individuals who are not up
to date with their whale-waste knowledge, allow me to enlighten you. Not
long ago, researchers found whales contributed to the ocean ecology in a unique
way by providing "whale falls." This is
when their carcasses rest on the seafloor, forming an entirely separate
ecosystem, on which other communities
feed.
Thanks to recent studies, we now know
that whales also use their "nutrient-rich
feces" to arouse "the biological production at the ocean's surface, according to
Mulvaney. Roman uncovered a method
of circulation in the underwater ecosystem that he calls "whale pump," in which
whales' feces carry' essential nutrients,
such as nitrogen, from the "depths of
where they feed to the surface of the
ocean.
This idea invalidates the initial claim of
many marine biologists and other scientists in that all excreted whale nutrients
went to the bottom of the ocean. We now
know these enormous creatures actually
do serve a purpose. And we thought they
were just floating around, excreting
waste for nothing.
The most fascinating aspect of this
rather unpleasant discovery is that
whales add 23,000 metric tons of nitrogen in the Gulf of Main each year—more
accumulated nutrients than all of the
rivers that lead to the Gulf combined.
Even if they are gross, I still love whales.
I did one of my introduction speeches to
COMM 101 on how each person should
do something to save the whales. If I
weren't so prone to sea sicknesses, I
would probably get out on al>oat and go
whale watching more often. All jokes
aside, this new discovery is one example
of, and newest addition to, the vast
amount of natural underwater wonders.
The next time you take a dip in the
waves, remember to thank the whales for
their donations to the Earth's natural
ecology... and maybe keep your mouth
closed while you swim.

Ushering In American Indian Heritage Month
SEMEIN WASHINGTON

Asst. Features Editor
T h e month of November is American Indian Heritage Month, in observance of native peoples in
America, their contributions to
American culture, and the continued
clarification and respect of their own
varied traditions.
The origins of a celebration for
American Indians began when Dr.
Arthur C. Parker, an anthropologist
of Seneca and Scots-English descent
and then-Director of the Rochester,
N.Y. Museum of Arts and Science,
persuaded the Boy Scouts of America to hold a one-day observance in
1912 that was repeated for three
years.
Afterwards on Sept. 28,1915, President of the American Indian Association Rev. Sherman Coolidge
issued a proclamation that designated the second Saturday of May as
American Indian Day, and also contained the first formal appeal for
recognition of citizenship for Indians. Echoing his call, Blackfoot member Red Fox James rode by horse to
24 state governments, gained their
endorsement for a national holiday,
and presented them at the White
House.
In May 1916, the Coolidge proclamation took hold as New York Governor Charles S. Whitman issued the
first American Indian day followed
by designation, in states such as Illinois in 1919, of May's first Friday.
Some decades later, in 1976, Presi-

gering number of media, borrowed
words and place names, foods, medicines, highway placement, social
themes, and native military servicemen has also had an impact. In addition, New York's development
projects owe to a substantial percentage of Mohawks in the workforce.
Widely cited is the detrimental impact of European colonists on native
communities, decimating some and
causing vast changes in others. This
history cannot be ignored and is an
important reason for the present
condition of the United States. The
assimilation of Native peoples along
with the destruction of their culture
is, like that of the Australian Aborigines, a hallmark of what has become
of American Indian populations.
However, much as is tne case with
native peoples in the Pacific'and elsewhere, we should also pay attention
to the American Indian rebuilding
and preservation of their traditions.
Though much of what is now
American Indian culture has become
pan-tribal, largely in homage of the
Great Plans nations, there is still
much that has been kept and revive^
among individual groups. Ways to
dance, honor the dead, make crafts,
and pray are unique along with the
preserved languages of many nations.
The present idea of being actively
native, as opposed to melding into
die mainstream identity, is the result
of cultural and ethnic revivals of the
late twentieth century. Representatives of both specific and collective
identity are poet, novelist, screenplay

dent Gerald R. Ford signed legislation proposed by Cherokee/Osage
Jerry High Eagle for a Native American Awareness Week from October
10-16 of that year. Another American
Indian week, enacted by President
Ronald Reagan in 1986, ran from
November 23-30 in response to a law
passed by Congress. Both law and
presidential proclamation recognized
American Indians as the first United
States inhabitants and their contributions to the nation. A number of
proclamations, following from 1987
-89, moved the week around autumn
but came under similar names.
Finally, President Bush issued the
present observance in 1990. Such
proclamations have continued since
1994, leading up to 2010's National
Native American and Alaska Native
Heritage Month. The theme given to
this year's heritage month is "Life is
Sacred - Celebrate Healthy Native
Communities."
The history of American Indians on
the continent ranges in the tens of
thousands of years, and has generated as multipucitous and vast a cultural spectrum. The richness of each
tribal tradition is both hard to reckon
and impossible to miss as, before and
following European contact, migrations shifted, craft styles became as
individual and related as a human
voice, and language families were
structured to suit their environments.
In addition, American democracy
has gained influence from native
governments such as the Iroquois
confederacy. Artistic effort in a stag-

writer, director and comedian Sherman Alexie; poet and storyteller
Louise Erdricn; poet and musician
Joy Harjo; Pulitzer Prize-winner N.
Scott Momaday; poet Adrian C.
Louis; and poet and novelist James
Welch. Contributing to both external
and internal ideas of what it means to
be Indian, these writers grant as
much credence in the modern age as
Black Elk, Wovoka and Sioux, and
Cheyenne leaders did in their times,
and often with no less controversy.
Today, though still suffering from
the generational gap that forced
many into assimilation, American
Indian identities are strong and gradually becoming better represented.
The national heritage month is part
of this representation and will be expressed this year with numerous
events in Washington D.C., New
York City, and throughout the country.
However, these events and the entire observance lose meaning if no
understanding is gained. If both the
importance and substance of American Indian culturesfliesover the audience's heads, then there is no
reason they should exist. Still, it is
hoped, for Indians and non-Indians
alike, that the purpose of presenting
the first American cultures does not
fall on deaf ears, and when Black Elk
speaks it not called superstitious,
anachronistic, belittled into a school
book lesson, or called inferior. It is
hoped that when Black Elk speaks, a
way of living will be seen ana a probable way of seeing life.

Major Beat: A Glipse Into The Psychology Department
SEMEIN WASHINGTON

Asst. Features Editor
Established in 1986, Longwood's psychology
major has always consisted of caring and unique
professors. Persistendy, the major also focused on
the student's academic welfare. Today, with a staff
of seven professors, that education has become all
the more diverse.
When Professor Jennifer Apperson joined Longwood University in 1985, psychology was paired
with education in a composite major. The following year, it separated with a staff of four professors,
including Department Chair Ed Smith, Phyllis
Wacker, retired Dr. Stein, and Longwood professor Apperson. This natal psychology department
was housed in the since demolished Wynne Building and was split between the disciplines of clinical psychologists Apperson ana Stein, and
experimental psychologists Smith and Wacker.
The department had to share a secretary with sociology and had only one computer, which was
guarded ferociously by Smith in his office. As the
olden, olden" days progressed, Smith's personal
computer was joined by another desktop in the
main office with a prehistoric dot printer. After the
technological booms of the 1990s and 2000s, Apperson said that everything seemed to speed up
and with acceleration the act of being a psychology major became easier.
Back then," Apperson said, "you really had to
teach everything ... with a four person department" and that the psychologists really had to fight
to build a major. Now, though, with nearly twice
the number of professors, more variety can be explored.
An example of this variety is Bio-psychologist
and Department Chair Eric Laws. Laws explained
that the focus of a psychology major is varied but

generally deals with such subjects as the behavior
of humans and animals, biology, learning, personality, and psychopathology, or mental processing
behavior. He also pointeaout that the subjects are
thoroughly covered by Longwood's department
Central to these concentrations and, perhaps the
way that many psychologists teach, are two ideas: .
mind-body and nature-nurttire. Miiid-body is
centered on the idea that the mind is either a part
of the body, as is now believed, or a separate entity.
Nature-Nurture, on the other hana, deals with
whether actions should be blamed on natural tendencies or on the manner is which someone is
raised.
However, the specifics are seldom a draw-in for
incoming majors. Students who choose psychology are often first interested by the inherent lure
of studying mental processes and causation. On
the other hand, students find a helping profession
in which to use their major more appealing.
With approximately 200 majors and 50 minors,
these students soon find themselves in a "rigorous"
program that prepares for graduate studies and the
wore place. Along the ena of the road lies a presentation to the entire university, a mandatory internship, an oral presentation to their professors,
.their senior seminar and the Major Field Achievement Test on which they continuously score in the
upper 90th percentile.
The large size of the psychology department, and
its momentum for academic success, have landed
graduates in such positions as social worker,
teacher, counselor, case manager, probation officer, law enforcement, the research fields and
human resource management.
Cognitive Psychologist Stephanie Buchert was
able to share more about the psychology professors and how it looks to progress in the future. The
current research internship should be supple-

mented with more specialty classes or electives
and, as Laws later added, the professors want an
even lower ratio between themselves and the student body for closer attention. The diverse fields
that each professor represents were also explained.
The four professors that work with Apperson,
Buchert, and Laws are each specialists; many of
Wh6m haVe art added experim<frtt»l background.
Dr. Crandall shares the clinicalfieldwith Apperson
and, like Apperson, has a license to practice. His
focus is often in abnormal psychology and positive
psychology to investigate traits such as hope and
forgiveness in human oeings.
Professor Chris Bjornsen is focused on developmental and cross-cultural psychology. His studies
were said not to only deal with childhood psychology but growth from the "womb to the tomb."
The seventh faculty member, Dr. Norm Bergman,
specializes in experimental psychology.
Much of what these professors do is verymuch
focused on the students, as it should be. This includes making certain organizations by which students can find a place in the major. For example,
the major holds a Psychology Club meeting every
other Thursday at 4 p.m., which is held in Ruffner
312 and 314 for anyone who is interested.
In addition, Capstone and the psychology honors fraternity Psi Chi are active in the department.
Membership in the fraternity is much more specific than membership in tne club and requires
three semesters of psychology class, a 3.0 GPA and
is gained by invitation.
m the end, these organizations are simply some
of the way ways the psychology department pushes
its students and makes the major unique. The
Longwood psychology department no longer
needs to share a secretary, have limited resources,
or try strenuously to be a separate entity.

Editors Note
This article ran last week, but due to the numbers of mistakes within the article the Rotunda editor felt like it was
only appropriate to rerun the corrected article.
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Sunday, Nov. 7,2:00 a.m.

Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.
(434) 391-6161
Buy any large or
extra large pizza at
regular menu price
and get one equal
or lesser value free.
No other coupons or discounts
apply. Offer expires Dec 20, 2010.
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Students Parade Halloween Costumes For Moonlight Masquerade
JAMIE CLIFT

Asst. Features Editor

costumes, there were some fun
Halloween-themed games and
dancing for the participants.
There was a toilet paper
mummy race and a contest in
which participants caught

A s the sun set and the autumn chills began to settle
across campus, a menagerie of
monsters began to gather behind the Lankfora Student
Union. The first annual Moon"A pack of crayons
light Masquerade Costume
stood slightly apart
Contest, presented by the
from a gang of
Longwood Center for tne Visual Arts (LCVA), with help
pirates, while the
from Kappa Pi, was held there
Phantom of the
on Friday evening, Oct. 29.
Opera
lurked near
The costumes were amazingly
Alice, Ariel, and
diverse and the competition
was intense. A pack of crayons
Tinkerbelle."
stood slightly apart from a gang
of pirates, while the Phantom of
the Opera lurked near Alice, candy corn in their mouths
Ariel, and Tinkerbelle. There from impressive distances.
was even a Christmas present. Spectators laughed and cheered
Everyone there seemea gener- as a contestant dressed as the
ally excited about the event, Mad Hatter threw candy corn
and they all hadfavoritesto win and his partner consistently
caught it, even from around
in the various categories.
"I really love Halloween, and twenty yards away. The comI'm a fan of the Super Mario petitiveness of the competition
Party and Colonel Sanders!" temporarily dissipated as consaid Jessica demons, a sopho- testants danced the "Time
more and LCVA volunteer, Warp" and the "Cha Cha Slide."
A panel of judges chose the
who, herself, wore a costume
that showed the dark side of best costumes in six different
categories: classic Halloween,
Little Bo Peep.
Averill Trapani, one of the pi- pop icon, group, couple, most
rates, complete with a hook original, and best overall. This
hand, explained that she was panel included several profeshaving a great time and that she sors, and notably Dr. Charles
enjoyed getting out to see all of Ross, the dean of the CookCole College of Arts and Scithe creative costume ideas."
Aside from all of the exciting ences, who jokingly dressed as

"the King of Buffalo Street,"
with a lovely jeweled crown and
a T-shirt bearing the title.
When the contest was over,
the winners were announced
by Dr. Jordan, professor of anthropology. Everyone was anxious to near who had won.
Before each name was called, a
certain tension could be felt in
the chilly air. But everyone
cheered as the announced the
winners.
The prize for best classic costume, a new Kindle, was won
by the Christmas present, senior Jenna Hart, who was highly
surprised. She had admitted
earner that it was a last minute
idea, she had gotten. "I'm
mostly here for support," she
had said, "I got the DOX from
work and ... I just got some
wrapping paper and that was
it!"
Next was best pop icon, won
by a student dressed as a Star
Trek captain, followed by the
best group, the popular Mario
Party, who all received iPod
Nanos. Best couple was
awarded to two students
dressed as a girl scout and her
grandmother, and most original went to Catherine Bernard,
who was dressed as Oscar the
Grouch.
Finally, Jordan asked for a
drum roll. The audience
stomped their feet and the
judges banged on the table as
he announced the best overall

Several students dressed as the Mario gang attended the Moonlight Masquerade on Frl., Oct 29.
costume, which went to senior
and Kappa Pi member, Alan
Satkowslti, who was dressed as
fast food legend, Colonel
Sanders.
"I wanted to do something
silly," he had explained earlier,
adding that he tnought he had
the right face for Colonel

Meet Your Rotunda Staff:
Office Administrator Katie Gatzke
Why did you want to be an editor for The Rotunda?

I wanted to De an editor for The Rotunda because I liked the family feeling I got
everytime I walked into the office. It was just something I wanted to be a part of
because everyone seems to have so much fun.

What is your major and what do you hope to do with it?

My major is communication sciences and disorders. That's basically just a fancy
name for speech therapy. When I'm all grown up, I hope to help people speak
better.

If you were stranded on an island and could only bring one
item with you, what would it be?

he said.
The first annual Moonlight
masquerade attracted quite a
bit of attention, and served as a
strong kickoff to Halloween
weekend at Longwood. One
can only wonder what exciting
creatures of the night will come
out next year for tne festivities.

Sanders. Upon winning he
smiled brightly for the cameras
and said "Chicken!" in place of
cheese. "I'm really happy I put
so much effort into this!" he
said. It took Satkowski several
hours to put the elaborate costume together, "and it took me
forever to find this white suit,"

*%irrf!&rs of the 2010
ngwood University Post
Office Great
Halloween Give Away:
Cara Kennedy

71 Skulls

Elizabeth White

77 Rats

Michelle Lam

77 Rats

Linda Owens

77 Rats

A Gameboy with batteries that never die so I could dominate some Mario.
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What is your favorite office supply?
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I guess I'll go with a hole punch, because I use the holes to throw at my friends when I m done doing
work.

Congratulations to the 4 winners out of 339
entries who guessed the exact numbers of
Skulls & Rats

What is your favorite online game?

Robot Unicorn Attack! Seriously, check it out.

What is your dream pet?
Dinosaurs and giraffes are tied for that. I've got a lot of love for both.

What is your ideal Saturday night?
Hanging out with friends doing whatever is my ideal night. It doesn't matter what we do, I just really enjoy
being around people.

You already have three tattoos, what do you want your next one to be?

I plan on my next one being "live the life you have imagined" on my shoulder. That might be my last, but I
also said that the last two times.

Value Meals at Java City
Medium Café Mocha &
Choice of Muffin
$4.99
JHMMk
Bottled Water
Under

500 Calories

and only

& Bottled Water
Under 300 Calories
a
"d only $4.99

Don't save your BONUS Dollars till the last minute!
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LU Special Education Ambassadors Hold Second Annual Halloween Event
BROOKE BRENNAN

Features Editor
O n Sun., Oct. 31, the Longwood Special Education (SPED) Ambassadors hosted, for the second year in a row, a Halloween event for special
needs children. The event was located in the Hull
building's classrooms. Becky Shields, president of
the SPED ambassadors and a senior at Longwood, planned and organized this year's event.
Shields noted the point of the Halloween party
was for ambassadors to "provide services to the
community's needs children" from surroundin
counties, including Prince Edward, Cumberlan
Buckingham, and Amelia.
In order to further explain the details of the
party, Shields said, "We host an event every semester for special needs kids in the area because
there are not many activities that are catered to
them." She noted that the goal of this year's party,
was to "try to get more kids" involved with the
event and also to "involve more people on cam-

year.
pus as volunteers."
She stated that the event was a lot more organShields stated that during this year's Halloween
event, children participated in activities such as ized this year after reflecting upon and changing
"arts and crafts, Halloween games, parachute aspects to last year's Halloween event. Shields acgames," and that the ambassadors also offered "a
music therapy room and a sensory room, all with
hands-on activities that are catered to special
needs students." According to Shields, most of the
SPED Ambassadors were present "along with
Project success and some sister from ASTT She
saiid, "We had a total of about twenty people helping with the event."
Shields described how some of the staged games
activity rooms operated. She said that the music
therapy room, for example, is ^always a big hit."
-Becky Shields
Additionally, she noted that the arts and crafts
SPED President
and the sensory activities tend to attract a lot of
attention from the children. Shields added that
Dorrill Dining Hall donated "the huge pumpkin,"
once seen in the cafeteria, for children to play knowledged that the event was primarily held as
with and a "shaving cream table." Both were both a way for special needs children to interact with
fun feats and added to the party's excitement this each other, individuals their age, and volunteers,

SEXttffiCfTY

Ville

to take that chance and be open and honest
with him about her feelings (in hopes that he
Rotunda Reporter
would confess his undying love for her as
well).
But things did not really go as planned. He
$epicfail to the eternal lazidid not return her feelings and I, of course, felt
ness of men in the departterrible for being the one to cause her so much
ment of romance.
hurt and pain. Her heart was broken and it
OK, so this article goes
was all my fault
against everything I learn in
Well to fast forward from then to now, he
my Interpersonal and Genhas finally told her that he loves her! Of course
der ana Communication
I was ecstatic because I just absolutely love a
courses and it is very sexist of
good romance success story. But my quesme to group all men together and call them lazy A D V I C E C O L U M N tion is why did it take six months for any
progress???
but... OH WELL.
The answer to the question Why are Men
I have a friend who
opened up to me about six months ago about so Lazy? can be answer«! in a couple ways. For
a friend she had who she really cared about starters, we have to remember that way back
and frankly wants to marry. The problem is in the caveman days, men were designed to be
they were stuck in the infamous "friend zone" hunters. So while we were out being busy bodana she did not know how to move forward ies, picking the nuts and berries they were out
into a more romahtic relationship without the being still and calm, hunting their prey. So we
all too dreaded risk of losing him. Being the maybe more aggressive naturally, and what we
hopeless romantic that I am, I encouraged her take as laziness may just be them taking their
time. Some men really need to get their
ducks in a row before tney fully commit to
Here are a few tips on how to us in the way that we want. And that, I believe, is commendable. I can appreciate a
keep this from happening:
man that wants to take his time and make
sure he is really ready to be in a relationship.
1. Keep him out of his comfort zone He may not want to rush such an important
by maKine rules early on, even if he decision, especially when it comes to taking
a relationship from a friendship to a roaoesn't like them
mantic relationship. Once the friendship
2. Make sure he realizes just how
becomes a romantic relationship, there is no
desirable you are to others
going back
3. Never become lazy yourself
Another explanation for the question may
just be that we are interpreting their form
4. Ensure you retain your friends,
interests, vacations and activities to of communication for laziness. In Gendered Lives, Wood says "Women often feel
a degree
hurt and shut out if men don't want to dis5. Don't always return his phone
cuss feelings and the relationship. Concalls
versely, some men feel resentful or intruded
on when women push them to be emotion6. Ensure that you retain male
expressive." So while we think we're fixfriends you had before the relation- ally
ing the relationship by talking about the
ship
status over and over again, statements like
7. Do not run around after him
'We need to talk' and what are we doing'
8. Learn to communicate the way he may only drive him away.
Don't get me wrong though, some men
communicates
are
just lazy. They've gotten complacent in
9. Don't be at his beck and call
the current state of the relationship and are
10. Go on vacation with your
ok with the lack of progression. So don't let
friends
that happen to you!

TARACARR

"We host an event every semester for special needs
kids in the area because
there are not many activities
that are catered to them."

and that the party is not a fundraiser.
Additionally, Shields said that she and the other
SPED ambassadors plan to host the event "annually on Halloween weekend" due to this year's
good turnout Furthermore, she noted, that the
ambassadors feel it is very important to hold
events like this for special needs students because
there are "not many fun tilings" in this town or
surrounding areas that offer accessible ways to
participate in engaging group activities. However,
this allowed for ambassadors, volunteers, and
special needs children to work together towards
having a great Halloween adventure.
Shields recommended that anyone interested in
participating in next year's Halloween event for
special needs children, or those who want information about becoming a SPED Ambassador, to
contact her directly at rebecca.shields@live.longwood.edu for furtner information on how to get
involved.

Getting Fit With Campus Rec
One reporter ventures to try Rec. Center classes and shares his experiences
CHRIS TOBY

Rotunda Reporter

Through the years I have been at
Longwood, I admittedly have not
taken advantage of the extensive
fitness center we have on campus
here. I much preferred to run or
bike around town for my exercise.
As a senior who may soon be
paying for a gym membership, I
am regretting my hesitance to
take advantage of the opportunities Campus Recreation offers
students.
So, to make up for lost time, I
have decided to take at least one
session of each of the nearly
twenty fitness classes the gym offers. They offer everything from
total body conditioning to stress
managing flexibility training. I
thougnt I would start with a class
that might be an easier transition
into the gym setting by taking a
spin class.
For most of my college career,
my bike has been my primary
mode of transportation. I cant
bring myself to pay the annual
$250 for a parking pass, and I hate
hunting for parking spaces. Over
the summer, I went on a long distance bicycle trip, so I figured a
stationary bike might be my forte.
I may have underestimated the
demands of Angie's Spin Class.
Angie Elgin, the Spin instructor,
is a junior biology major at Longwood. "This type of exercise
makes me feel absolutely awesome about myselfT Angie said,
"and I hope that my class helps
others to reel the same way."
When I showed up to her class,
I was a little intimidated. Most of

the other participants were already loosening up on the bikes,
and I was the only guy. I snuck
my way on to one ofthe last bikes
only to find a contraption that
Iwas absolutely foreign to me.
I have spent time on computer
managed workout bikes, but
these nad no computers, no iPod
'hook up, no magazine ledge... all
amenities I had grown used to.
They had a three point foot harness and unfamiliar methods of
adjusting your seat. I was not paying attention when Elgin gave us
an overview of the bikes. i know
bikes," I thought. I soon grew to
regret that arrogance.
She turned the lights out (riding
in the dark is just something you
do in spin class) and we started
the worlcout with a warm-up ride
to "This Is War" by Smile Empty
Soul. Then we aid a sprint to
"Scottie Doesn't Know" by Lustra.
I knew there would be music, but
I thought Justin Timberlake and
Ke$ha would dominate the
playlist. I started to wonder why
more guys didn't do this; lots of
girls and good music!
My original expectations were
proven true with the next song as
we did a climb, to Shatura's "Hips
Don't Lie." This was what I had
feared: me in a class with more
than 20 girls pedaling to Shakira.
I just hoped none of my fraternity
brothers walked by the floor to
ceiling wall of windows which
look into the Spin room. I'd never
live that down* This song proved
problematic for more than the
blow to my masculinity. It was
our first climb, which is when you
spend the majority of the song
pedaling off your seat.
As I mentioned, I ignored Elgin's
instructions when she explained
how to properly adjust the bike to
your height. When you are climbing, you need to be able to pull up
on the pedals as well as push
down. When trying to do that

with insecure foot-straps, keeping
my balance was a near impossibility.
I decided to get off the bike and
make those adjustments but forgot what she warned us about dismounting the bikes. To dismount
you have to press a red knob to
help the wheel stop. Since it is a
weighted wheel if you just stop
pedaling it will keep spinning and
your feet, which were under your
control as you pedaled, are now at
the mercy of tne 40-pound spinning wheel. I stopped, and since I
was out of my seat, the force of
the pedals threw me facefirstinto
the nandle bars.
I tried to play it off, but I am
pretty sure that, with full mirrors
on tne other side of the class,
there was no hiding. I made the
adjustments I needed to make to
thé foot-straps and got back on
die bike, with my face a little sore
and my ego bruised. I wouldn't
forget that again! I felt a little better about this incident after talking to one of the other
participants after the class. Marrie Williams, a senior art major,
assured me it takes a little time to
learn. She said, "Learning how the
bike operates was definitely pretty
intense. The resistance knot) and
everything takes some time getting used to."
It was her first time as well and
it was nice to have another beginner to relate to. "It's a really hard
workout," said Mia Hamilton, a
junior education major. "The first
time is the worst. I've been doing
it for almost a year though and I
wouldn't think about missing a
class."
I will have to take her word on
that, because after my bruises heal
it will be a long time before I get
back onto a stationary bike. I enjoyed the dass but if I am pedaling as hard as Angie forced us to,
I want to be going somewhere.

Exploring Grad Schools?
The Radford University MBA is fqjjfou!

16 months to your RU MBA
•
•
•
•
•

Enroll Now For

Spring 2011
and Fall 2012

•

Current undergraduate majors include Art to Urban Affairs
Study abroad, internships and relevant applied opportunities
Small classes with dedicated faculty
Graduate assistantship opportunities
AACSB-accredited business education and a top 300 business school
as named in Princeton Review 2011
Tailor your MBA, and tailor your future!

For information: http://rumba.asp.radford.edu
Call today, (888) 275-7882
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It's Never Too Early for Twinkly Lights
NICOLE DALES

Editor-in-Chief
I love the holidays. I love them. I love sparkly
things and crisp cool air and the smell ofcookies baking. I love giving the people I love gifts,
seeing allmy family come together, and pretty
much everything that comes alone with the
month of December. Minus the finals I have to
take before I go home and the excessive money I
spend on gifts.
Those two itty-bitty things cannot get in the
way of my love foi
for die holidays. On November 1
at 12:01 a.m. I like to put away all other CDs and
set my iPod to only play Christmas music. I will
wear my huge sweaters regardless of the weather.
I start wearing a scarf everyday, I keep mittens in
my
have
my backpackTand
backpack, and II pray
pray for
for snow
snow because
because II have
been
told
that
my
zebra-print
fleece
hat
with
the
been told that my zebra-print fleece hat with th<
pom on top is only appropriate when it snows.
Mylove
MM
* :for the
I holiday season starts to build up
right after my birthday in June, slowly increasing as we enter fall. Come October, and I can
barely contain my excitement. By the time Halloween rolls around I am so over the year, and I
want the holidays and the New Year to come in.
So on Nov. 1, its like this thing triggers and I have
to have to have to start celebrating. This year was
no different.
On November 11 busted into my room, beg-

ging my roommate to let me hang twinkly lights
and silver tinsel all over the room. I had bought
silver tinsel back in September, just waiting for
the cue that I could move forward with the holiday season. I had every intention of driving to
Wal-Mart and buying more lights then I have
room for. It didn't nelp that Amanda and
Michelle have strings of lights in their room.
They also have an all-year-round Christmas tree,
and Amanda wears a lot of whites and creams,
which adds to the whole snow thing in my mind.
Seriously,
W
V t w M M ^ y their -room
— ——- is
— like walking
& into my
#
home on December 24.1 wanted my room to
feel like that, mainly so I would stop awkwardly
hanging around in their room.
So I burst in, talking a mile a minute to Kelsey
about how I want to decorate for Christmas, and
she is just staring at me. I'm used to people staring at me, so I move forward, searching through
the boxes of junk under my bed to find my tinsel. She tries to gently break the news to me that
it is too early to decorate for the holidays. We debated, coming to an agreement that I may decorate in the middle of November. She had one
other rule. I was not allowed to decorate for
Christmas until I finished baking the Pumpkin
Sugar Cookies I had in the fridge. That's fair
enough.
Her arguments echo ones I heard from my
friend and former Rotunda Editor-in-Chief AJ

Karidis. Back at the end of October my other
close friend, who happens to be married to AJ,
tweeted: My husbands philosophy: no buying
Christmas decorations before thanksgiving, it
encourages retailers to start selling earlier if you

"Seriously, their room is like
walking into my home on
December 24.1 wanted my
room to feel like that, mâinly
so I would stop awkwardly
hanging around in their
room."
buy b4. Corey and I went to see Lauren and AJ
last weekend, and we made a trip to Target. Lauren made fun of him, saying she wanted to buy
Halloween stuff when it went on clearance but
she couldn't because it would encourage retailers to keep their merchandise on the shelves after
the holiday had passed.
I wonder if he has a point though. Not necessarily about the retailers, but is November to
early for the holidays? I will be the woman who

has Christmas lights hanging off of my house in
April, not because I am too lazy to taike them
down, but because they make me happy, think
November is the perfect time to start celebrating
the holidays.
I do see how rushing into the holidays in that
regard can make them seem less special, less exciting, and therefore lose their overall lust I don't
think I'd be so excited about the holidays if we
celebrated them every day of the year. It's a symbolic time of the year, and for most people regardless of their religious belief, something
exciting happens between the time of November
30 and January 1. Even if it is just taking finals
and being done for school for a little while.
I will give the other side some leeway in their
argument. AJ and I walked past the "decorations" area of Target, to hear the jolly jingle of a
Christmas song mixing with the creepy howl of
some Halloween decoration. It was awkward to
see, and I do suppose they could have waited to
take down the creepy goblins anti vampires before putting up Santa Claus and snowmen.
I understand the arguments for waiting for the
holidays, but I'm not going to do it. I love them.
They make me happy. And if I want to string
lights and tinsel in my room, I'm going to do it
regardless of what society says! As long as my
roommate lets me, that is.
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The Rotunda is,in the process of changing over our miail
accounts. Any Business questions? Contact us at rotunaabusiness@gmail.c091. Check back next week to see the
rest or our new email accounts!
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+ Addicting Games
+ Professors who warn you before they show
something gruemsone in class
+ Sierra Mist Cranberry Splash
+ 2/$4 Flipz Pretzels at the Student Union
+ Learning to love Taylor Swift
+ Day Light Saving Time
+ New Ringtones
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Drops to:
- Smelly Refridgertators
- Pulling All Nighters
- Roomate Drama
- No heat
- Cold Showers
- Being confused about registration
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Pirates 4:
'Stranger Tides?'
KATIE REILI.Y

A&E Editor
T h ree days ago, I
was talking to my
good frienaTWe were
discussing
movies
and which ones we
loved. We named
iite a few series, but

Se

last one we
touched on was Pirates
of
the
Caribbean. We used
A&E
words like W
and
COLUMN
amazing because to
us that is what this
series is. And then I was informed of a
fourth movie in the making of the series.
This news excited me.
Here's why I was so let down three minutes
later: I believe Orlando Bloom (William
Turner), Keira Knightley (Elizabeth Swann),
and Johnny Depp (Jack Sparrow), make the
movie. In my opinion, this is a given due to
that fact that they are the three main characters in the plot of the story. I will admit
Bloom is an attractive man and amazing
actor who fits the role of William T\irner
perfectly. His charisma captures the attention of tne audience. Knightley fits the time
periodflawlesslywith her amazing ability to
mimic the mannerisms of the 17th century.
Johnny Depp embodies the comic relief of
nrate foolery with his drunken gestures and
ailed attempts to live up to the nature of a
true pirate. Depp captures a different light
on the traits of a buccaneer, resembling more
a fool than a ruthless thief. Throughout the
series each character has been so fully developed. I was excited to see what the characters would live through as this fourth
classic came to life. Here's where that excitement faltered: I was informed that Orlando
Bloom and Keira Knightley would not be
making an appearance in the fourth movie.
I know in retrospect, no big deal, right? But
I can't help passing judgment on this movie
before it's even been filmed and before I even
see it. I understand that directors and
screenwriters and actors each have their own
job to complete in their own way, their own
opinions and goals to stay true to, and their
own idea of what should and should not be,
but taking two main characters with a huge
sub-plot sounds like a really bad idea. Tne
love story of Elizabeth and Will acts as a parallel to Jack Sparrow's misfortunate adventures, matched just as evenly with epic
battles, and devastatingly erroneous piracy.
Taking this into consideration, I feel that
there will be a gaping hole that will not only
be hard to fill, but perhaps impossible.
Fortunately, it isn't all devastating news,
though maybe some false hope. The cast is
taking on Penélope Cruz ana Ian McShane.
These two are just a few new faces that will
be gracing the big screen. Penélope Cruz was
cast as Angelica, the daughter of the pirate
Blackbeara, and an apparent ex of Sparrow's,
that is known for her trickery and deceit.
McShayne was cast as the infamous Blackbeard. The plot line circles around the famous story of the supposed Fountain of
Youth. Sparrow runs into his ex, Angelica,
who in turn forces him to board Blackboard's
ship, the Queen Anne's Revenge, to embark
on a quest for the elusive Fountain.
I found the plot, at least the version that
Disney revealed under wraps, to be rather
simple and uncomplicated, something that
cannot be said for tne previous three movies.
In the past, not only was Jack Sparrow carrying his own complicated array of messes,
but enter the plotline of Davy Jones' Locker,
the crumbling and then rebuilding of Will
and Elizabeth's relationship, the mass
amount of characters; and that's not even
half of the plots, subplots, and underlying
stories that run throughout the almost threehour long movies. See what I mean by 'epic?'
Here's the thing that scares me slightly
more than the lade of two out of three of
main characters and the simple plot: a new
director. If anyone's ever watcned Harry Potter one through seven, then you probably
noticed how some were plain horrible while
others were strikingly amazing. It is because
the directorship was passed around like a
disease. Rob Marshall will be taking the
helm from Director Gore Verbinski for this
fourth (and final?) movie. I look forward to
seeing Rob Marshall produce an admirable
sequel with three strikes against him. That
said, I have to admit to having faith.
Don't get me wrong, I find myself looking
forward to this fourth sequel, and I know I
am not the only one. "Pirates of the
Caribbean" has achieved commendable
standings in ways of strong acting, enchanting special effects, and amazing costume detailing. What started out as a theme park
ride blossomed into a multi-million dollar
movie that, with this fourth installment in
the making, still continues to entertain and
regale the public. Disney hasn't thrown out a
real date, but they are aiming for summer
2011.1 just keep wondering: Will it still be
Pirates of the Caribbean without Will Türner
and Elizabeth Swann?

f
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Third Movie is Just As Jackass As Ever Before
SARAH SCHMADER

Layout Editor
0 n the night of Sat, Oct. 23, a couple friends and I headed up to Sunchase
8 Cinema to see the most recent installment of the Jackass trilogy.
1 have always been a Jackass fan, contrary to its blatant immature humor,
as have my two friends who I brought along with me. I hadn't had much
skepticism about "Jackass 3-D" (minus the "D" in our case); I expected the
same "poop and puke" humor that we have always seen. I mean, you can
only have so many expectations of a movie with the word "jackass" in the
title.
The same crew was back: Johnny Knoxville, Bam Margera, Ryan Dunn,
Steve-O, Jason "Wee Man" Acuña, Preston Lacy, Christ Pontius, Ehren
McGhehey, Dave England, and Loomis Fall.
The usual brief inyolvement of Mar^era's parents, April and Phil Margera,
was included as well. Considering its been about four years since they're
subjected themselves to being in a Jackass movie, I was glad they were being
good sports about it again.
There wefe also some celebrity cameos, such as Spike Jonze and Tony
Hawk, who were also seen in "Jackass Number Two." Seann William Scott
and Edward Barbanell (who played Billy in "The Ringer") were also briefly
seen in "Jackass 3." There's also a whole 'nother handful of "jackasses," who
are friends of the crew that participated and been in the past moviés.
As far as content goes, there was nothing especially out of the ordinary.
They had their usualstunts that included something involving bodily waste,
such as strapping Steve-0 into a Porta Potty and shooting it 100 feet in the
air, which would in turn make the rest of the cast and crew vomit as an array
of that Porta Potty's user's excrement came raining down on them. There
wasn't a surplus of these sort of stunts, but enough to make me have to look
away a few times.'
Along with the few "icky" stunts, there were several simple "he-got-hurtand-it s-funny" stunts involving crashing, falling down, or naving a tooth or
hair ripped off. At one point Wee Man even "super tacky glued himself to
Preston Lacy. Some of the funniest stunts of the movie were of this painful
variety, but I won't ruin it for you.
As seen in the past two movies, there were a few scenes involving rams and

Photo Courtesy: jnsHepulse com

Knoxville performs one of the many dangerous stunts seen in the new movie,

BaPf at an unlucky member of the cast. Although, let it be noted
bulls charging
the animals used weren't harmed.
There were a couple stunts involving things being tied to a cast member's
sex organ that I thought took it a little too far. It's nothing the viewer hasn't
seen in any other movie involving nakedness, but I thought it was somewhat superfluous.
Though the whole movie kept you laughing, it had a very somber, nostalgic conclusion as the credits roiled. Weezer's "Memories" played as they
showed a montage of early stunts, images of the cast members with their
families, and photos from when they were kids. This ending communicated
how much fun they have had together over the years and that, more than
likely, this was the third and finalchapter of the Jackass series.
Several reviews said this movie had no point Needless to say, you don't buy
a ticket to "Jackass" expecting it to be the next "Good Will Hunting." But for
me, this was just the movie I expected and enjoyed: a bunch ofjackasses
having fun with their friends.

Game Over: 'Saw 3-D* Review
people will hide their eyes during
certain scenes, but this is because
they are cringing from the blood and
O n Oct. 28, at midnight, theaters
guts all over the place.
presented audiences with the sevThe aspect that does draw people
enth installment of "Saw". This time
in is the morality checks Jigsaw gives
the makers of "Saw" added an extra
his victims. He chooses people who
dimension. The 3-D aspect of the
are liars, cheaters, racists, and many
movie was way less than expected
other glass-is-half-empty people to
and did not play much of a part in
torture in his "traps." I n e reason bethe film. The only things coming off
hind his madness is to make these
the screen was some blood and a
people appreciate life. It was excouple body parts, which makes the
plained in the first "Saw,' that Jigsaw
3-D part not worth the headache,
nas a fatal disease, which is the main
extra money, and having to wear the
reason behind him creatine the
stupid glasses. The pointless 3-D as'traps' He wanted people to fight for
pect of this film is popular among
their life, because they are wasting
many recent films, but has proven it
theirs and he, in comparison, is losdoes nothing for the story In most
ing his.
cases it takes away from it. This fad is
Overall, the movie was not too bad
destined to fade after a few years if
for those that like a lot of gore and
this is all it has to offer.
poor graphics. The movie does gain
respect with a good story. There is a
The movie starts off with a girl and The 3-D aspect to the film does nothing to enhance the experience.
clear motive, {Hot, and moral to the
her two boyfriends, who know nothstory. His motive is for people to
ing of each other. This 'game' or 'trap' one, is a woman throwing her brief- the way back to the very first 'Saw'
is on display for apublic audience case against the bulletproof glass. when Dr. Gordon is dragging him- become more positive in life and apwithin the movie. Tne two boys have The theme of failed attempts to save self to safety through the old dirty preciate living. The plot keeps tne.
a choice of either killing one of lives is a common one in this film. hall, with his fake looking cut off leg. audience squirming in their chairs
themselves or the girl. After a poor Most victims do not make it out of However, the gore in tne movie is with the "traps" ana highly intense
persuasion from the girl dangling their "traps," and the people watch- greater than ever, with 11 traps, emotional moments. Tne most imabove, the boys break up with their ing are doing a poor job in their at- which is more than any other "Saw" portant part of the film comes with
shared girlfriend and bring her to tempts to save the victims from their movie. The gore is the main focus of the moral idea to living life positively
her death by slicing her stomach suffering and ultimate deaths. Even all the "Saw installments, which is a and morally right, or you might just
open with a rotating saw. Through- the people apart of the 'traps' seem disappointment to the horror genre. wake up in a trap" and hear Jigsaw
out this entire episode, the people to not make it out and their attempts Instead of being scared or terrified, on a tape telling you that you have an
watching the display are recording it seem to be less than expected from the audience is being grossed out hour to fight for your life or it will be
on their cell phones, and the only at- someone fighting for their life.
and disgusted. Yes, the audience may "Game over!"
tempt to save them, which is a lame
The movie brought the audience all jump back in their chairs, and yes,
BROOKE JENKINS

Rotunda Reporter

Kings of Leon Retain Their Crowns
IANSHIH

Asst. News Editor
A i i hail the Kings of Leon! After triumphantly
conquering stadiums worldwide and attaining international superstardom the Kings of Leon nave
returned home to their Southern roots with their
fifth album "Come Around Sundown." Their new
record follows on the heels of 2008's wildly successful, "Only by the Night," which
sold over 6.5 million
copies worldwide and
earned the young
rockers
four/

Grammy.,

Awards, includ-\
ing Record of thel
Year. Yet the
story of their s
origin
is. '
about as
humble
The Te
I
nessee
tartet of
ree Fol1o w i 1
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brothers, Nathan, Caleb, Jared; and their cousin
Matthew, grew up following their father Ivan, a
Pentecostal preacher, as he drove around the South
from church to church. In an industiy dominated
by hip-hop and rap, the Kings of Leon have
emerged as Americas unlikely rock heroes.
The oand has offered few clues to what fuels their
creativity and sound, but their new hit single "Radioactive" offers a glimpse. Harking back to their
formative years in Tennessee, lead singer Caleb
shouts in his signature style, "It's in tne water /
It's in the story / It's where you came from." As
if to make their nostalgia clearer, the boys include a gospel choir to back them up on the
chorus. The single delivers the power it promises with a surging baselines and booming
drums.
Yet, while "Radioactive" is the first single,
it does not capture the soul of the
, album. That responsibility lies
in the banjo and fiddle laden
"Back Down South." Caleb recently told Rolling Stone magazine, "Being in New York
jsubconsciously reminded us
hat we're still Southern
oys...It was just an amazing
xperience while we were

there, but it sure felt good to get back to Nashville
when it was over." "Back Down South" does a wonderful job conveying those sentiments. The song
reproduces their yearning for simpler times when
all they were concerned about were girls, drinking,
andfights—which they expressed in three simple
lines: All I want to know / Is how far j o u want to
go / I'm going back down South now. Styled in a
similar fashion is the track entitled "Birthday." This
track is something of a Southern interpretation of
50 Cent's "In Da Club," but this time the club is replaced by a grassy field. "Walking her home with
the grassy find / Falling and laughing at the drinks
we spilled."
The term that has been repeatedly used to describe Kings of Leon sound is "atmospheric," but
that doesn t really do them justice; a better term is
astronomic. Newer fans may be disappointed with
"Come Around Sundown because it lacks the
heavyriffsand dance tracks of "Only by the Night"
However, the new album is a welcome transition
for long-time fans and it's nothing but a pleasure to
watch the band mature. Even still, the new album is
not a far departure from the previous ones. If anything, "Come Around Sunaown" follows in tne
same vein of their older albums, but pushes the
sound further.
PIMP C a M m tartomog com
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of Mine
SHELBY JENNETTE

Rotunda Reporter
Seattle Grace Mercy West Hospital—Home to
some of the finest, most influential doctors in the
country. Six months ago, a gunman roamed these
halls leaving 11 people dead and even more injured. Today we visit the survivors, their patients,
their triumphs, and their disappointments. This
is Seattle Medical: Road to Recovery.
Seattle Grace takes on a video camera crew this
week and documents a few of our favorite, docs
as they take on the cases of the day. Mary Portman (Mandy Moore) comes back to Seattle Grace
for the first time since the shooting six months
ago. Bailey greets her with open arms, which is a
rare occasion for Bailey, who always hides emotion from her patients. Portman was supposed to
have a colostomy reversal surgery done on the
day of the shooting, but it was postponed until
today.
The camera then follows the story of a logger
named Zack who lost his arms four months ago.
Derek, Mark, Owen, and Callie perform a rare Bilateral arm transplant. The arm donor unfortunately has a tattoo of the name "Nicole" on his
arm, but when Lexie approaches Zack and his
wife about this mishap, the couple states,"We'll
make Nicole our new favorite name if it means
we get those arms." This really shows determination of these two to push aside any obstacle as
long as Zack gets his arms back. The surgery is
successful with the first arm, but as the second
arm is being attached, a clot develops. Callie
heroically steps in, tells the rest of the room to
shut up, and successfully makes the second arm
turn the wanted shade of pink as the OR is filled

Cristina saved Derek's life on the day of the shooting, she has been given this "hero" label that she
is quick to deny. Meredith reassures her that as
her best friend and Derek's wife, she is in fact a
hero to her, if to no one else.
The unfortunate, almost hilarious, scene of
Lexie's run-ins with the security guards cracked
me up. Of all people wanting to see the arm transplant surgery, she is the one whose ID doesn't
scan. Irritated and confused, Lexie runs through
the security system, setting off the hospital's
alarm system. The annoying automatic lockdown
system catches Jackson in a small contained space
with a critical patient.
When Jackson can't get out of the room, he
freaks. He begins to do compression after compression on nis patient trying to revive him.
Teddy desperately tries to convince the guard to
override the system, but it's a failure. When the
doors finally do open, Jackson still won't stop his
CPR compressions. Teddy tells Jackson to stop or
he'll break the patients' rib cage. He can't stop.
After this horrifying experience, the filmmakers
interview Jackson. He says, "It's been hard since
the shooting. I lost some friends that day." This is
the first time I've seen an emotional side of Jackson. Not much more to say after that.
The next patient on show is Lily, a young girl
with a benign growth on her windpipe. After performing numerous tests, Alex and Arizona .find
that they need to remove the little girl's trachea to
get the entire tumor out of her body. The only
option is to grow a trachea in the lab. They remove part ofLily's rib to harvest her bone's cartilage to create a mixture of her own cells to
manufacture this new trachea. Alex's responsibility? To slave over this new, growing trachea; he
doesn't mind putting in the time. Arizona performs this experimental procedure and luckily, it
•
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The doctors of Seattle Grace are followed by a camera crew this week, taking a closer look at Seattle's finest.
cently won a prestigious grant. It's the opportunity of a lifetime, but it means moving to Africa.
As you can imagine, this does not sit well with
Callie.
After four weeks, the film crew returns to Seatde Grace to visit. Things have changed. Zack's
ig nicely. Under the "Nicole"
new arms are healing
isly added
adae_ tattoo that says,
JM
tattoo w
is a_ pgraciously
« T (
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"ThankL . VYou
As for tLily,
she went back to school
and was asked to share the best part of her experience at Seattle Grace. She brings along Dr. Alex
Karev in to meet her fourth grade class. Arizona
and Callie managed to work out their differences
regarding the move to Africa. Arizona is still
going, but guess who else is going? You guessed it,

Callie. Yes, that's right, Both Dr. Torres and Dr.
Robbins have resigned.
Dr. Bailey's patient, Mary, unfortunately took a
turn for the worse. She never woke up from her
surgery and she probably never will. The Chief
states, It's hard to imagine someone surviving a
crazy gunman and then not to survive such a
simple surgery." The documentary ends with the
filmmaker s final question to Cristina. She is
asked if there's any one thing she'll take awav from
all this. Cristina responds, "Being a hero has its
price." Be sure to tune in to next week's episode!
You can catch the show Thursdays, on ABC, at 9
p.m.

'Castle' Becomes 'Almost Famous' in Latest Episode
LAURA BETH STRICKER

Copy Editor
T h i s week's edition of "Castle" had
a lot of acting roles in it. No, not the
main characters, but both the murder
victim and Alexis were trying for lead
roles.
At 5 a.m., Castle is awaken from his
Swedish fantasy upon, a ljly pad .to
Alexis and Gram screaming like cats
in die main room. Okay, they weren't
screaming like cats, but rather preparing Alexis for her upcoming audition
for Sandy in her school's production of
"Grease. Then, the ubiquitous phone
call arrives, and Castle says, "Of
course, don't be silly, I was already up

^ ^ ^

The murder victim was classified as
an "officer down" call. Castle and
Beckett find a police officer, supposedly from a district in Queens, lying in
the basement entrance to a brownstone. With a little poking around,
they find a fake gun loaded with
tequila, a fake badge, and tear-away

pants.
Our victim, 27-year-old Derek, was
a male stripper who posed as a cop.
First round of suspects: his ex-girlfriend, who was discovered not looking too happy with him in bachelorette
party pictures where he was hired to
dance. Despite the theories and plau-

fumg

^ ^

t h e h e a t o n Becke tt

and firefighter Hans In "Almost Famous."
sibility, she pleads innocent and is let
go.
Second round of suspects: Hans, a
fellow rival at The Package Store club,
due to die long blond hair laced with
testosterone found on Derek's clothes.
Meanwhile, the team discovers Rebecca, a 48-year-old "cougar" who

The Sunny Side of Farmville:
A Sunny Halloween
BROOKE BRENNAN

Features Editor
I t only took six years, but we finally get to witness how the gang celebrates Halloween. Each
character's costume was amazing, even better than
I imagined. Charlie, dressed as the Phantom of the
Opera, argues that he is indeed a vampire. Dennis
is supposed to be the Luigi to Mac's Mario, but Mac
shows up as "that dude from Lord of the Rings,
'Viggio Morgensteinr Frank is Manspider, which
is not to be confiised with Spiderman. Dee dresses
up as a "sexy angel," but the guy's tell her she looks
more like a bird and ridicule her the entire night.
At one point, Dee actually morphs into a souawking ostrich, topping off any bird jokes for the rest
ofSunny existence.
This costume-filled episode, originally set to air
earlier in the Sunny season, was pushed back to accompany Halloween and added a good laugh to
our celebrations. The unveiling of Dee's now massive belly is the basis of this week's mission, in
which the boys of the gane try to piece together the
night to find out who is tne father.
At the bar, the guys make fun of Dee for eatin
sandwich after sandwich and call her fat, to whid
Dee reveals, "I'm pregnant, you idiots." In an effort
to teach Frank, Charlie, Dennis, and Mac a lesson,
Dee says that one of them knocked her up at last
year's Halloween party. The guys had plans to
spend the night in a museum (for unjustified reasons) but, after hearing this news, frantidy venture
down memory lane to figure out, "Who Got Dee
Pregnant?"
TThis episode is set up a lot like, "Who Pooped
the Bed, in that the boys sit around at Patty's sailing through flashbacks to uncover a mystery. They
have a hard time remembering the events since
they were indeed "browned out, which, according
to Mac, is similar to but different from "blacking
out." Through bits and pieces, the guys contact

people they remember seeing Halloween night to
help
ielp rreveal the truth.
In their faded recollections, they remember that
Artemus, the McPoyles, and the Waitress (or a eirl
that Charlie thought was the waitress) were all in
attendance. With each new story conveyed, the
g u p are all told at least once that they are the father
of Dee's baby. The best is when one of the McPoyle
brother's convinces Dennis that he is the father,
making Dennis hyperventilate and vomit the entire way to Dee's apartment.
Finally, die guys arrive at Dee's {dace out of breath
and seriously concerned. After getting exacdv
what she wanted (the rest of the gang's attention)
Dee reveals the truth: none of them are the father.
With a sigh of relief, the guys run off into the night.
The episode ends similar to most, with the
yelling bird jokes at Dee and telling her they don't
care about her problems, "Okay, Dee, we're out of
here, you look like a turkey!"At least now that it is
no longer their problem.
TTiis is the best episode of the season so far because it references some of our favorite Sunny inside jokes. Charlie is shown drunkenly sobbing.
Dennis tries to deep with the prettiest girl at the
party. Mac enforces ocular pat-downs. Frank and
Artemus continue to gross out everyone. And, of
course, the guys make fun of Dee for her bird-like
features. The most surprising part of the episode
was the fact that Mac sleeps with the McPoyles' sister. Say it with me: Ew. He will never live that
down.
In the end, we are still left speculating who cot
Dee pregnant (please let it be Cricket). Now tnat
the cat's out of the bag, we hope to find out the
mystery man sometime soon. Not only are we
crazy to know who got Dee preggers, but we can't
wait to see the newest addition totne gang! Tune in
this Thurs., Oct 4, aUO p.m. to watch "The Gang
Gets a New Member."

rolled in money from her husband's
publishing empire until his death a few
years prior. A lonely widow, the team
was sure Rebecca was involved somehow because of Derek's mysterious
$25,000 request, and her suspicions
about him being involved in a second,
less-than-safe job.
More suspects arise: Billy, the guy
Derek helped catch with an acting gig
on the show "Most Dangerous Criminals." When investigating Billy and his
motorcycle gang, his wife, desperate to
not see him go back to jail, has
hatched a plot to have Derek pay the
$25,000.
Then Rebecca's lawyer, Michael, gets
involved. He'd hired a private investigator to follow Derek around.
And somehow, Derek was posing as
businessman Jesse Mandalay, hawking
$10,000 deposits for $400,000 riverfront lofts in New Jersey?
Are you confused yet?
I'll admit: this episode was not the
best so far this season. Though I will
say it was entertaining an entertaining

episode with contained some catchy
lines, the plot this time was not the
easiest to follow. Too many actors and
actresses!
However, all is eventually resolved.
Casde's scripting was excellent this
episode, with him spinning a brilliant
tale in die precinct about Derek and
Rebecca's involvement, with a jealous
rage and her killing him with the
thought of "If I can't have him, no one
else can . . T r u t h ?
The final act: Rebecca's lawyer
Michael is found to be the ultimate
suspect, committing fraud with all of
Rebecca's precious money. Alexis
doesn't get the part of Sandy, causing
Gram true heartache. She later admits
to Castle that she backed out, but the
drama teacher offered her stage manager. An actor's life is rough, but it usually works out by the closing curtain.
Hopefully next week's episode, previewed to be lots of shots involving a
child's abduction, will be better. TUne
in Mondays at 10 p.m. on ABC for the
mysterious and thrilling "Castle."

1,000 Ways to Die': Who
Knew?
JUSTIN CLATTERBUCK

Rotunda Reporter
G o i n g into its third season is Spike TV's
"1,000 Ways to Die." It first came out as a twoepisode pilot in May 2008, and became a series
due to its increasing popularity. The show features a recreation of strange and unusual
deaths that many have not neard of before
(and possibly wished they hadn't.) Every death
includes testimony from experts in thefieldof
how the person aied; giving the viewers an
idea of how they died and the gruesome manner in which the death occurred. What's interesting is the feet that before every death is
shown, mere is a display showing the date and
location of which it occurred.
After the death is shown, it's numbered as
Way to Die # (insert number here), with one
being the best and 1,000 being the worst, and
then the parody-like version is named. Some
deaths happened as early as in the past three to
four years, even in 2010. However, others date
back to as far as die Civil War and the time of
the Vikings. Every person in the death featured has tneir name changed in order to protect their identity.
Many people have said that the show is fake
because some deaths are too over the top.
However, it's been found out that some deaths
are based on real-life incidents that can be
found in books, newspapers, and medical
journals. One place to find them is the "eBook
Death by Misadventure," which contains
about 210 documented stories.
While death is not something to laugh at,
this show features a lot of dry humor, most of
it being derived from the narrator. It almost
makesyou want to laugh at the people who
died. This is because some, if not most, of the
deaths were deaths that could have been pre-

ventable time after time. Case in point is the
case of a smoker who survived being burned
alive and was now wrapped in bandages with
third-degree burns over 95 percent of nis body
because ne fell asleep smoking a cigarette in
bed
While most people would have taken it as a
hint, this man did not. He bribed the night
nurse to let him outside for two minutes. Once
out of sight, he finds a cigarette and begins
smoking. Unfortunately the ash carries
enough Kick to ignite his bandages, soaked in
an ointment that is flammable. Confined to a
wheelchair, he can do litde as the fire ignites
his oxygen tank, producing what the expert
" i d foi

obsolete. As the clip ended, the narrator
demonstrated the shows humor saying "Hey
buddy, got a light?" This death is Way to Die
#316.
Some deaths featured on the show will make
you think they couldn't possibly happen, but
they did A man is shown on this show digging his own grave, which people may see m
old movies that feature the Mafia. This man
watched by two gangsters as he digs. As hes
finishing, nis shovel digs up an unexploded
grenade which lands by their feet ana detonates, killing them and saving him. Way to Die
«803, Bomb-Bino.
vhether it
all real
real or
or fake,
take, the
tne narration
narration iat
Whether
it'ss all
:
beginning
of
every
episode
still
speaks a
the
rd truth: "Death is everywhere.
Most of ius
hard
v
try to avoid it. Others can't seem to get out of
its way" Watch "1,000 Ways to DieTuesdays
at 10 p.m. on Spike TV.
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Men's Basketball to Hold Scrimmage Nov. 4
PRESS RELEASE FROM L O N G W O O D ATHLETICS

Longwood University eighthyear men's basketball head coach
Mike Gillian has announced that
his NCAA Division I program will
play a Blue/White Scrimmage on
Thursday night, Nov. 4, in Willett
Hall beginning at 7 p.m. The
intra-squad game will be open to
the public with free admission for
everyone, and fans will have an opportunity to meet the 2010-11
Lancers immediately following the
contest. Everyone is encouraged to
bring cameras and pens to take
photographs and obtain autographs. This will be the publics
only opportunity to see the team in
action before the regular season
opens on the road Nov. 12 at the
University of Kansas in Lawrence
at the Allen Fieldhouse beginning'
at 8 p.m.
"We are always looking for
new ways to have the players in our
mens basketball program build on
the relationships they are develop-

ing with the local community," explained Coach Gillian. "What better way than opening up practice
for a night and scrimmaging so
people can get a look at this year's
team before the season gets started,
and then simply have everyone
spend some time together in the
gym afterwards. Our guys are really looking forward to this event;
it promises to be fun and entertaining for the whole family."
Coach Gillian returns eight
lettermen from last season while
adding seven newcomers for this
year. Longwood finished 12-19 a
year ago, including 9-3 at home in
Willett Hall where the program is
22-5 over the past two years and
43-20 during the past five seasons.
The top returning Lancers include
junior Antwan Carter|St. Petersburg, Fla. (St. Petersburg), senior
Aaron Mitchell|Matoaca (Manatee
CC), and junior Martiz Washington! Hopewell
(Christchurcn)Carter (6-6, 225) averaged 14.6
points and 8.5 rebounds last season while earning lst-Team AllIndependent. Mitchell (6-2,190)

averaged 9.0 points and 3.5 rebounds a year ago, and Washington (6-0,175) averaged 8.3 points
and 2.3 rebounds while leading the
team with 64 three-point field
goals. The program also returns
redshirt-junior Durann Neil|Pleasantville, N.J. (Leap Academy) who
averaged 7.1 points and 3.9 assists
as a starter in 2008-09. Neil (6-2,
205) missed last year due to injury,
but is back fully recovered for the
upcoming season.
Longwood has added a strong
group of newcomers for this year,
including junior transfer Jeremiah
BowmanjWashington, D.C. (Harcum College) (6-2, 188), along
with freshmen Mark Parker|Clayton, N.C. (West Johnston) (6-7,
192), David Robinson|Chesterfield
(Cosby) (6-4,185), and Anthony
Taylor] Egg Harbor Township, N.J.
(Egg Harbor Township) (6-2,200).
. Longwood will play its first
home game in Farmville on Thursday, Nov. 18, hosting VirginiaWise at 7 p.m.

Men's Soccer Loses to Houston Baptist
scored the game-winning goal in the 68th minute
when
Duke Ogega sent a shot to the lower left corner
Sports Editor
of the net to put Houston Baptist up 2-1. Longwood
had three shot attempts after the Huskies pulled ahead,
T h e Longwood University men's soccer team fell but Dodd collected two saves and the third shot went
again.in a 2-1 Atlantic Soccer Conference (ASC) defeat wide.
Houston Baptist outshot Longwood 15-10, with
at Houston Baptist University on Friday, Oct. 29 in
each
team recording three corner kicks. Helmick
Houston, TX. Junior Zack Mahon scored the lone goal
made
eight saves for Longwood during the entire
for the Lancers (2-11-3, 0-3-1 ASC) against the
Huskies (5-7-1,2-0 ASC). The Lancers came close to match while allowing two goals. The Lancers were led
scoring early in the 35th minute when sophomore offensively by Mahon with one goal and one shot atDevin Pierce put up a shot that was stopped by the tempted. Pierce and senior Harvey Headley each atHuskies' Chris Dodd. Mahon corralled the rebound tempted two shots of their own. Dodd finished with
and scored, putting Longwood in front 1-0. Junior six saves and allowed just the one goal during the
goalie Joel Helmick made four saves in the opening match. The Huskies were led on offense by Munoz and
Ogega with one goal each, while Kristopher Tyrpak
naif for the Lancers.
Houston Baptist knotted up the match in the 53rd tallied two assists and four shots.
minute on a goal by Leonel Munoz. The Huskies
iTrr
BEN MAITLAND

QUICK HIT: WOMEN'S FIELD HOCKEY

ood University field hockey team defeated Northern Pacific Field Hockey Conferr Appalachian State University 2-0 on Sat, Oct 30 at the Athletics Complex in Far( 6 - 1 2 , 4 - 2 NorPac) were led by senior Lauren Van de Kamp and

DOMINO'S PIZZA
New sauce.
New crust.
New cheese.

Student Value Menu: Just $7.99

Large 1 topping pizza
Medium 2 topping pizza
Small 1 topping pizza & 20 oz. Coke
Any chicken & bread
Any 2 breads

OPEN REALLY, REALLY LATE!
Monday - Thursday
Friday & Saturday
Sunday

2 AM
3 AM
1 AM

For coupons or to order online go to
www.f a rm vi I ledo mi rios .00 m.
Become a fan of Domino's Pizza - Farmville, Virginja on
Faoebook to hear about our specials right away or just oaI
(434)392-3000.

Men's Basketball Ready for Season Opener
Young but Experienced Lancers Key to Success
able to take care of the ball more effectively, then
Lancer fans can expect the team to be up in the
top five in the nation in assists again. Longwood University averaged 16.9 assists per game
After finishing above .500 in the 2008-09 sea- last year, ranking them fifth in the nation, acson (17-14), Longwood University had high expec- cording to ESPN.com. Senior guard Aaron
tations going into the 2009-10 season, returning four Mitchell explained, "Coach keeps telling us to
out offivestarters. Unfortunately, the Lancers failed value every possession ... One possession can
to meet expectations as their season culminated with win the game." This is true, especially if the
17 losses and only 12 wins. The Lancers will look to Lancers can provide themselves with a few extra
forget about last year with high expectations for the possessions per game, as they were able to force
16.3 turnovers per game a season ago.
2010-11 basketball season.
Last year, Head Coach Mike Gillian talked about
experience carrying his team. Graduation of key
players Dana Smith, Kevin Swecker, Billy Robinson,
Jr., and E.J. Dawson strip the Lancers of last year's
experience. The Lancers will only have two seniors
on the roster, while the remaining roster is composed of seven freshmen and sophomores. Although
the team appears young and inexperienced, Gillian
said, "We have an experienced core like we did a year
ago, the difference being we have more new guys."
The Longwood Lancers were able to boast an
The core Gillian is speaking about includes junimpressive
9-3 record at home with the help of
ior guard Durann Neil, who missed all of last season
the
Lancer
Lunatics
in wild Willett Hall. Unforwith an injury, but averaged 22.5 minutes per game
tunately,
being
independent
of a conference, the
in the 08-09 season. Junior center Antwan Carter
also returns. Carter came close to averaging a dou- Lancers must play the majority of their games
ble-double last season with 14.6 points ana 8.5 re- on the road. The Lancers' record away from
bounds per game. Junior guard Martiz Washington, Willett Hall was a measly 3-16 last season. A
who averaged 8.3 points and buried a team-high 64 part of that record is due to the quality of the
three pointers, will also be a factor. Senior guard opponents Longwood faces on the road. LongAaron Mitchell ayeraged nine points per game wood must improve their road record in order
while also dishing out 3.4 assists per game last to repeat the magic from only two years ago.
The Lancers will face their first road challenge
season. Senior guard Earl Gee II averaged 11.3
minutes per game, but looks to have an in- as they open the season at Lawrence, Kan. to
face the No. 7 Kansas Jayhawks. The game is set
creased role this year as well.
One of the most important facets of the game for Fri., Nov. 12. Gillian made it a point to say it
that the Lancers need to work on is taking care is clear that all new and returning players have
of the ball. The Lancers averaged 15.3 turnovers greatly improved in every aspect of their game.
per game last year, a number that must decrease Gillian's expectations are that his players will
if the Lancers want to repeat their success from step up and blossom in their new roles and lead
the 2008-2009 season. If the veteran guards are the Lancers to a successful season.

PETER M A N C U S O

Rotunda Reporter

"Coach keeps telling us
to value every possession
... One possession can
win the game."

PIGSKIN FOOTBALL PICKS
BEN MAITLAND: (21-21)
-No. 5 Utah over No. 3 TCU: Utah takes down the Horned Frogs in
a grudge match at home. Utah has to turn some heads as the season
winds down, and this is the place to start.
-No. 6 Alabama over No. 10 LSU: 'Bama is still a force to be reckoned with even after the loss to South Carolina a few weeks back. A
win in "Death Valley" would do them a world of good.
-No. 22 Virginia Tech over Georgia Tech: The Hokies keep up their
momentum at home, proving they are still the team to beat in the
ACC. This is a battle of the "Techs," so to speak.
-Atlanta over Tampa Bay: Matt Ryan leads the way for the Falcons
in this battle to see who reigns supreme in the NFC South.
-Philadelphia over Indianapolis: Michael Vick returns fully healed
(hopefully) and ready to go. This is a bit of a stretch pick, but I think
the Eagles can stymie Peyton and the Colts offense.
-Kansas City over Oakland: The Chiefs knock the Raiders back to
earth in this battle of AFC West opponents. Their overtime fight
from last week does not hurt Kansas City.

KEENAN CRUMP: (23-19)
-No. 3 TCU over No. 5 Utah: TCU gets its biggest victory of the season against a Utah team who has experience with big games themselves. This one will come down to the wire.
-No. 6 Alabama over No. 10 LSU: The Tide re-enter the National
Title race with a tough win on the road against an LSU foe who
thrives in close games.
-No. 22 Virginia Tech over Georgia Tech: The Hokies seem to have
righted the ship in the ACC, ana this game will be no different as
they separate themselves from the rest of the conference.
-Atlanta over Tampa Bay: This is a big game for both teams, but the
Falcons experience in these situations outdoes the young, up-andcoming Bucs.
-Indianapolis over Philadelphia: Vick's return provides a spark for
the Eagles offense, but Manning's arm wins it for the Colts in a surprising shootout.
-Oakland over Kansas City: The Chiefs' overtime hangover carries
into this week, and the Raiders finally get a big win at nome to draw
closer in the AFC West.

NATHAN EPSTEIN: (24-18)
-No. 3 TCU over No. 5 Utah: In a high scoring affair, TCU Horned
Frogs come out on top.
-No. 10 LSU over No. 6 Alabama: In "Death Valley," the speed of
LSU takes over and rattles McElroy and puts 'Bama out of title contention.
-No. 22 Virginia Tech over Georgia Tech: In a Thursday night game,
under the lights, Va. Tech takes it. Georgia Tech's defense has not
been impressive at all.
-Atlanta over Tampa Bay: Defense for Tampa Bay is not enough to
stop Matt Ryan.
-Indianapolis over Philadelphia: Indy gains confidence from home
win over Houston and takes momentum on the road.
-Kansas City over Oakland: Offense is a little bit more consistent for
Chiefs and defense for Oakland cannot stop them.

Want to participate in the weekly football picks?
Contact Sports Editor Ben Maitland at
john.maitland@live.longwood.edu expressing interest,
and he'll respond to you with directions from there.
Participation would be appreciated!
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Men's Rugby Finishes Strong Season

Women's Rugby Split Doubleheader
Laura scored the opening try and five
minutes later scored again. Playing with
Rotunda Reporter
the lead, the women played some outstanding defense led by Brittany "Blew"
Longwood's women's rugby team Lewis. With the VMI offense pulled up,
faced a grueling doubleheader Saturday Josie Zulica scored and Kiki Witcher
and Sunday at Lancer Park. First up on scored twice while Captain Nikole
Saturday was William & Mary (W&M) "Sharkbait" Varhegyi was three for five
the defending Virginia Rugby Union kicking to make the final score. Dixon
(VRU) champion. Longwood was very was named woman-of-the-match for
competitive in the first 20 minutes but her stellar play.
The win makes the women's team
the depth of W&M was too much and
W&M ran away with the win 58-7. the #3 seed for the Sandy Lee champiLongwood's lone score came from Emily onship this coming weekend at Pole
Green Park in Mechanicsville, Virginia
Laura.
Sunday's matchup versus VMI was this Saturday and Sunday. They willface
a very tough rebound for the women. Mary Washington University in the
Attempting to recover overnight led to a semi-finals.
Follow both teams on their website,
slow start. Gabby Dixon almost singlehandedly kept Longwood in the game longwoodrugby.org, Facebook or Twituntil the 20 minute mark when Emily ter. i I
JESSIE GIFFON

six out of seven goal kickings from
Hawkins, the outcome was never in
Rotunda Reporter
doubt.
The win leaves the team 8-0 in
Longwood's men's rugby team VRU competition for the fall and the
traveled to Roanoke Saturday to #1 seed in the upcoming playoffs.
complete the regular season sched- The Ed Lee Cup, symbolic of the
ule. With the Virginia Rugby Union VRU championship will be con(VRU) regular season champi- tested at Pole Green Park in Meonship already secured by Long- chanicsville, Va. this Saturday and
wood, the team started 13 reserve Sunday. Longwood's first round opplayers to take on the Maroons of ponent has not yet been determined
Roanoke College. The 13 were eager but it will be either Hampden-Sydto show their skills and kept the LU ney College or Christopher Newwinning streak going with a solid port University. The game will be at
victory 43-20. With sue tries from 10:45 a.m.
Ben "Baseball" Smithy Matt "Lion
Paw" Marino, "Genius" John Cabiness, Austin "Gauge" Polasky and
Brant "The Situation" Hawkins with

JESSIE GIFFON

Club Baseball Overtakes W&M
KATLYN NORMAN

Asst. Online Editor
T h i s past weekend, Longwood University club baseball played a doubleheader against William & Mary
(W&M). The games were held on Saturday afternoon.
The teams current record for the fall season is 7-5.
In game one, junior pitcher Brett Draper threw for six
innings and had a total of 11 strikeouts. Draper commented, "I pitched pretty well. Just a few too many walks
since that's basically how they scored all of their runs."
Senior catcher Matt McCloud went 1-3 at the plate with
a walk, one stolen base and two runs. The Lancers won
the game with a final score of 8-6.
In game two, the team continued its dominance. At
the plate, junior first basemen Russell Hill went 2-4, with
a run and an RBI. McCloud also went 2-4 at the plate with
two runs. Sophomore catcher Andrew Minnix looked
fierce at the plate going 2-3. Sophomore pitcher Sean Adkins had nine strikeouts, allowing no walks and no
earned runs. The final score was 8-2 in favor of Longwood.
Draper went on to comment about the teams performance. "Overall we did great as a team defensively and
offensively" and "We proved we have an all-around solid
squad while we were missing some key starters."
Last year, the Lancers lost to W&M in the regional
championship, which advanced the team to the Division
II World Series. McCloud said, "Beating William & Mary
this fall is definitely a positive, since we lost to them in
the regional championship last spring. It gave us the
chance to see what we will be competing with in the
spring. That way we can make sure we are prepared to
beat them again.'
The Lancers will take on the Virginia Commonwealth University (VCU) Rams this Sat., Nov. 6 at noon
at the Field of Dreams in Farmville.

Women's Soccer
Tough Loss to End
the Season
BRANDON PEYTON

Rotunda Reporter
Before the women's soccer team played their home
senior match on Sunday, they traveled to Richmond, Kentucky where they earned a 1 -0 win over Eastern Kentucky.
Junior forward Dylan Spicker scored the game's only goal
for Longwood in the 61st minute of regulation.
Going into halftime all square, the Lancers came out of
the break with energy and Spicker put one away with a shot
just outside the box over the keepers head. Despite Eastern Kentucky's advantage in shots throughout the game,
they couldn't find the net. Longwood goalkeeper Marcia
Biddte played the whole game and recorded four saves.
On Halloween, the Lancers hosted Morehead State in the
last match'of the season for their senior game. Longwood
fell short in a 4-1 loss to the Eagles. Midfielder Sam Toepfer
and forward Jillian Birchmeier both recorded goals in the
first half for the Eagles.
Forward Jessica Varela wasn't quiet for the Lancers in
the first half. She had three shots on goal and another that
went wide. Dylan Spicker, Kayla Huggins and Kelsey Pardue also had shots on goal but were denied. The Lancers
outshot the Eagles on goal in the first half 6-4. The Lancers
led in corners 3-2 and in fouls during the first half 4-2.
Morehead State led in saves 6-5 going into halftime.
The second half started off slow for both teams Morehead States Giuleana Lopez managed to find the net with a
goal to give the Eagles a 3-0 lead with 27 minutes left. Longwood answered quickly with a goal from junior defender
Kacie Oliver just eight minutes later. She was assisted by
freshmen mid-fielder Kristi Dixon. With nine minutes left
in regulation, the Eagles scored again, putting a dagger in
any hope the Lancers had to come away with a win.
Missed opportunities led to Longwood's loss. The
Lancers had six shots that were off target in the second half
to Morehead State's one shot off target. The Lancers held
an advantage in corners 3-0, but the Eagles pulled out the
win.
Head Coach Todd Dyer said, "I think this year was a
success. It's kind of a bitter pill to swallow at the end with
our last game, but overall we had a very successful year. It
was definitely a positive year for us and were excited about
what we did]
The Longwood women's soccer team finished the 2010
season with a record of 11-8.
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Emily Laura runs against VMI during last weekend's rugby match.

Photo By: Tom Laura

Golf Concludes Their Fall Seasons
REPRINTED FROM LONGWOODLANCERS.COM

Longwood University
posted a 54-hole score of 304300-308-912 Monday and
Tuesday in mens golf to finish
in fourth place among 14
teams at the Kiawah Island Intercollegiate
hosted
by
Charleston Southern University and played at the Turtle
Point Golf Course. Indiana
University won the event with
its 286-292-299-877 at the
7,061-yard, par 72 layout near
Charleston, S. C. Senior
Michael Young|Oakville, Ontario (Oakville Trafalgar) led
the Lancers while taking individual medalist honors in the
field of 78 with his three-round
score of even-par 70-72-74—
216. Longwood concluded its
fall portion of the 2010-11
campaign this week.
Young won the second collegiate tournament of his career, earning his .fourth
top-five finish in five events
this fall. He was followed by
juniors Bobby Fox|South Riding (Xavier, Conn.) (78-76-75-229,
t-20th),
Austin
GrayjMidlothian (Monacan)

(80-74-79-233, t-32nd), Ross
Sumner|Callao (Northumberland) (76-78-81-235, t-39th),
and Kenny Leech|Boca Raton,
Fla. (Grandview Prep) (82-8080-242, t-53rd). Indiana was
followed among the topfiveby
Campbell (891), the College of
Charleston (907), Longwood
(912), and Towson (922).
Longwood
University
posted a 54-hole score of 310318-309-937 Friday through
Sunday in women's golf to finish in fourth place among 17
teams at the Lady Paladin Invitational hostea by Furman
University and played at the
Furman Golf Course in
Greenville, S.C. Chattanooga
won the event with its 305308-302-915 at the 6,199yard, par 72 layout. Senior
Kameron Carter|Bassett (Bassett) led the Lancers with her
score of76-75-79—230 for seventh in the field of 90, while
Sandra Changkija of Nova
Southeastern won a two- hole
playoff for medalist honors at
223. Longwood concluded its
fall portion of the 2010-11
campaign this weekend.
Carter was playing in her
first and only event this year
after missing the first four

Junior Austin Gray takes a big swing at ODU Collegiate.

tournaments with an injury,
and was followed by sophomore Ha LeelHagerstown, Md.
(Smithsburg) (78-79-78-235,
t-19th), freshman Amanda
Steinhagen|Oak Hill (Oakton)
(77-82-79-238, t-30th), sophomore Ariel Witmer|North
Lima, Ohio (South Range)
(79-82-78-239, t-34th), along
with junior Brooke Mailory |Brockville, Ontario (St.
Mary Catholic)- (85-83-74242, t-43rd). Carter tied for
first among the field in pars
(37), and tied for second in par
4 scoring (4.23, +7). Lee tied
for sixth in par 4 scoring (4.27,
+8), tied for 11th in pars (32),
and tied for 14th in par 3 scoring (3.25, +3). Steinhagen tied
for eighth in par 5 scoring
(5.00, E), tied for 15th in pars
(31), and tied for 17th in par 4
scoring (4.40, +12). Witmer
tied for 19th in par 3 scoring
(3.33, +4). Chattanooga was
followed among the topfiveby
Georgia State (929), Nova
Southeastern (933), Longwood
(937), and Furman (939).
Both mens and women's
golf will resume tournament
play next spring.

Photo Courtesy: longwoodlancers.com

Straight Up
and Down
BEN MAITLAND

Sports Editor
I've been a sports fan my
whole life. That probably
goes without saying, due to
me being the sports editor
for this newspaper. I played
baseball from agefiveto age
fifteen, when I gave up the
playing the game. I played
recreational league basketSPORTS
ball when I was not on a
COLUMN
baseball diamond during
the wintertime for several
years, although I was not
very good at it. I gave new meaning to the saying
"White men can't jump." However, I gave it my all no
matter what. When I gave up playing baseball, I
started playing golf, which I have written about in
previous columns. I have yet to find the key to playing that game well. I was never the best athlete growing up. I was average at most everything, including
baseball and basketball. Maybe sub-par in basketball,
although I can say that with a chuckle.
My point is that playing sports and being a sports
fan can show you the highest ofhighs and the lowest
of lows. I mean really low, the lowest of the low. I
think you get the idea. Let me give you an example of
what a sports high feels like. I was playing fall league
baseball in Dinwiddie County, Va. in October about
ten years ago. There was a runner on third and I came
up with what I think was two outs. I was the last shot
for my team to win.

" My point is that playing
sports and being a sports
fan can show you the
highest ofhighs and the
lowest or lows."
We were playing another team from McKinney,
Va., a team that we very rarely, if ever, beat. My best
friend was pitching for them and he had such a nasty
fastball that I had never gotten a hit off ofhim before.
I think I worked the count to 1-2 and then he threw
me one right down the middle. 1 swung and hit the
ball to left field over the third baseman's head scoring the runner from third to win the game. That's a
rush if I ever had one before. I ran to first base jumping up and down, happy that I drove in the winning
run. After the game, the coach from McKinney told
my mom to go home and cook me a steak dinner for
getting the game-winning hit
OK, now for one of my all-time lows playing
sports. I think I was fifteen playing Babe Ruth-league
baseball. We had the lead in the bottom of the last inning with two outs. I was playing first base. A ball was
hit to our shortstop. He fielded it and threw a very
lazy throw my way. I had to dig the ball out of the dirt
to make the play. My foot was on the bag and I had
the runner beat by a good three steps. I raised my
glove and showed that I had caught the ball. The umpire called the runner safe. I threw the ball down on
the ground and tried to argue. No one called time on
the field and the base runners kept going. Two runs
scored and the other team won the game. I felt awful
about what happened. It took me a few days to fully
come to terms with it.
The same lows and highs can be felt as a sports
fan. I root for the Atlanta Braves, the Miami Dolphins, and Dale Earnhardt, Jr. as my favorites in their
respective sports. This year, the Braves made the playoffs for the first time since 2005. They lost out in the
first round in the Divisional Series to the Giants,
thanks to multiple errors by their infielders. The fact
that they lost hurt me as a fan of theirs, especially
since this year was Bobby Cox's final season as manager of the Braves.
The Miami Dolphins have been lacking the last
few years, often not making the NFL Playoffs. They
had a season several years ago where they only won
one game, and were the laughing stock of the league.
Now they are back and have proven they can win.
Dale Earnhardt, Jr. has had his ups and downs
during the past several years on the NASCAR circuit.
He has 18 career victories, but has only three wins in
the past six years. It has been brutal to watch him
struggle.

"It has been brutal to
watch him struggle."
Sports are like an addiction. It gets a hold of you
when you are young and it doesn't let go. I still watch
football and racing every weekend and baseball when
I get the chance. I want to have a career in the sports
world as a writer or as a broadcaster. On that day that
happens, I will probably have to leave my favorite
teams behind to be as unbiased as possible; but, I will
not forget the memories I had of rooting for my favorite teams and drivers. So, as Bob Dylan would say,
"May you stay forever young," and hold on to your favorites while you can.

Junior Alexa Boucher hits a ball down the fairway.

Photo Courtesy: longwoodlancers.com
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In the Fall of 2009, Trey Gee went on a business trip to India where he indulged in new
flavors and new foods. The trip was going well and business was going smoothly until he
came down with a fever and felt a pain in his stomach. He knew something was wrong.
Canceling his sight-seeing trip to the Taj Mahal and trying to make himself as comfortable as possible,
Trey began counting down the days until he was back in the States. After making the trip back home, still
with an unbearable pain in his stomach, Trey went to Centra Southside Community Hospital's Emergency
Department. A short wait and an x-ray later, Trey was diagnosed with appendicitis or, as he likes to call it,
Delhi Belly.
Trey underwent laparoscopic surgery at Centra Southside—coming away with three small scars. The
doctors and staff at Centra Southside ensured that Trey was comfortable during the surgery and recovery
period and Trey remarks that he couldn't be happier with his experience there.
Trey isn't sure whether it was the Indian cuisine or simply coincidence that caused the appendicitis but
jokes that he hasn't eaten Indian since.
To hear the rest of Trey's story, visit CentraSouthside.com.

A Better Place To Be

1.877.MDLINK 1
www CentraSouthside com
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Southside Community Hospital

